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250 Million Tons o Year

U.S. Cities Being
Buried in Garbage

If U. S. cities do not soon become

uninhabitable from other causes, they

may be buried in garbage. According
to a study by the National League
of Cities and the United States Con

ference of Mayors, 46.5 percent of
the cities will run out of space in which

to dump their trash within five years.

The study said that cities are ac
cumulating trash at the rate of 250

million tons a year. This includes 28,-

000 million bottles, 48,000 million

cans, 4 million tons of plastic, 30
million tons of paper, 100 million

tires, and 3 million automobiles.

The amount of trash accumulating
in cities was reported to have doubled

in the last twenty years. Much of the

increase would seem to be caused by

the growing practice of wrapping
products in packages designed to

make it difficult for consumers to

judge the quality and quantity of the

contents. The study said that 90 per

cent of all packaging is discarded and

predicted that its contribution to the
trash accumulation will have increased

63 percent between 1958 and 1976.

Little is being done to recycle prod
ucts, the study found. Cities are now
spending $6,000 million a year to

destroy trash containing metals worth

$5,000 million.

"The markets for recycled materials,"

the report said, "are severely limited

due to Federal policies which favor

the use of virgin materials and dis

courage, even penalize, the use of re
cycled materials." It cited such factors

as depletion allowances for extracting

raw materials, tax structures that fa

vor miners, and transportation rates

that discriminate against scrap ma

terials.

The problem does not have a very
high priority in federal environmental
programs. Although cities spend 50
percent of their environmental funds
on trash disposal, only 1 percent of

Nixon's environmental budget for
1974 is devoted to the problem. □
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Guerrillas Release Nasif and Aleman

Peron Opens Attack on Trotskyists'
By Gerry Foley

'"Get the Trotskyists!' This is the

watchword in the Peronist ranks and

among the government's allies," cor
respondent Philippe Labreveux report

ed in the June 6 Le Monde. "Hardly

had ex-President Juan Per6n sent out

the word from Madrid, where he is

preparing for his final return, than

the trade unions, the youth groups,

and several other organizations of the
national Social Justice Movement

launched a chorus of virulent attacks

against 'extremists' of all stripes."

The blast from "el Uder," according

to Labreveux, was part of an opera
tion aimed at curbing the guerrilla
movements and the left wing of the

Peronist movement and harnessing

them to the new government. Such

attacks obviously set the stage for
asserting tight control of the mass

movement and for isolating the more
militant opposition groups.

The immediate target of Perdn's at

tack was apparently the ERP [Ejer-
cito Revolucionario del Pueblo — Rev

olutionary Army of the People], which
refused to go along with Chmpora's
caii for a truce and has expressed its

determination to continue its com

mando operations.

Perdn made a statement referring

to "Trotskyist provocateurs," accord
ing to the May 30 issue of the Buenos
Aires daily La Opinidn. He did so
in response to reports in a Spanish

monarchist magazine that far-left
groups had participated in an attempt

early May 26 to storm the Villa De-
voto Prison in the Argentine capital.
Two youths were killed when prison

guards opened fire on the crowd; one
was a Peronist. The leadership of the
Juventud Peronista (Peronist Youth)

blamed members of the ERP, among

others, for provoking the incident.
In a news conference June 8 in Bue

nos Aires, however, leaders of the ERP

denied that their organization was

involved in the attack on the prison.
In the June 9 issue of the Buenos

Aires daily Clarin, their statements

were summarized as follows:

"The ERP had absolutely nothing

to do with the attempt to take the

Villa Devoto Prison in the early morn

ing of May 26. They claimed that
the shots came from inside the prison

and from a cellblock. They do not
exclude the possibility of an attempt

PERON; Sends the word from Madrid.

to force the door of the prison, but

they don't know what the source of
it was."

Furthermore, the four spokesmen —
Roberto Mario Santucho, Jorge Benito

Urteaga, Enrique Haroido Gorriarhn,
and Jorge Molina — denied that the

ERP was Trotskyist:

"The ERP is not Trotskyist. It has

an anti-imperiaiist and socialist

program, and includes Marxists,

Peronists, and Christians. Of its mem

bers, 38 percent are workers, they
said.

"The Partido Revolucionario de los

Trabajadores exercises leadership and

defines itself as Marxist-Leninist. It

was linked to the 'Fourth Internation

al' but 'we have moved away.'" [Em
phasis in original.]
Another guerrilla group that has

continued its operations since the elec
tion is the August 22 ERP, a split-off
from the ERP. The August 22 ERP,
however, has given political support
to the Peronists. It called for a vote

for Chmpora and the other Peronist
candidates in the March 11 elections.

(For a translation of their statement
on the elections, see Intercontinental

Press, March 26, 1973, p. 348.)

Since the elections, the ERP and the

Peronist guerrilla organizations have
tended to diverge. "The Peronists,
while they have not failed to point
up the contradictions existing in the
FREJULI [Erente Justicialista de
Liberacidn—Liberation Front for

Social Justice], have obviously closed
ranks around the elected authorities,"

a commentator noted in the May 29

issue of La Opinion.
In his article in the June 6 Le

Monde, Labreveux stressed the ties
of the Peronist and non-Peronist or

ganizations in the preelection period.
"But for conscientious guerrilias, re
conversion is not easy, and all the
more so because the Peronists of

certain clandestine groups and the
Trotskyists of the ERP have carried
out joint actions and, it is believed,
help each other, particularly by sup
plying arms and money to cells that
need them without making any ide
ological distinctions.
"It seems improbable, therefore, that

the Peronist guerrillas will turn over
their arms to the government and
abandon clandestinity."

Nevertheless, the centrifugal pres

sures seem to be very great. The
Peronist guerrilla groups, the Mon-
toneros and the FAR [Fuerzas Arma
das Revolucionarias— Revolutionary

Armed Forces] held a press conference
the same day as the ERP. The spokes
men of the two organizations, Mario
Eduardo Firmenich for the Montone-

ros and Roberto Quieto for the FAR,
took a stern and threatening tone to

ward their non-Peronist erstwhile com

rades in arms.

"We tell the ERP," Firmenich said,

according to the June 9 Clarin, "that
in our country you have to accept
the historical experience of our people,
which is Peronism." Both spokesmen

said that they had invited the ERP
to reflect and to test their position

with the masses.

The Clarin report continued: "They

said that if the ERP or any other
organization calls for revolutionary
unity, 'it must realize that the oniy
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unity possible is around the Peronist

movement.' But they did describe as

'so-called commands' those groups
that are attacking the ERP from a
McCarthyite position."
But more importantly, Firmenich

and Quieto stressed that their orga
nizations "form part of the Peronist
movement, whose leader is General

Per6n. Therefore, we follow the strat

egy formulated by General Per6n." So,
it is hard to see how anything but
a head-on collision is possible between
the Peronist guerrillas and the ERP,
which announced its determination in

its news conference to continue the

fight until the "final triumph," the "so
cialist revolution." The latter is clearly
not part of the "strategy formulated
by General Per6n."

The Peronist guerrilla spokesmen
said, however, that they hoped the
ERP would follow the path of the
August 22 ERP. "The position of the
August 22 ERP indicates that it is
on the way to linking itself more and
more closely to our movement."
The statement of the two Peronist

groups, according to a June 8 AP
dispatch, included a vow to "destroy
any guerrilla groups that opposed the
Chmpora Government." But no such
pledge was mentioned in the Clarin
report.

Attempts to isolate the non-Peronist
guerrillas have taken many forms;
however, some of them having the
distinct air of provocations.

"The confrontations between the

guerrillas and the Peronists was mark

ed for the first time by violence," the
New York Spanish-language daily El
Diario-La Prensa reported in its June
8 issue, "when a bomb exploded last
night on the grave of a guerrilla be
longing to the Ejercito Revolucionario
del Pueblo . . . , Victor Ferndndez

Palmeiro, who died as a result of

wounds received in a shoot-out when

he assassinated Rear Admiral Hermes

Quijada April 30.
"Shortly before the bomb exploded,

a Peronist group burned an ERP flag
in front of the parliament building."

A UPI dispatch in the June 6 El

Diario reported: "A group calling it
self the Peronist 'Comando Supremo

de Seguridad' [Supreme Security Com

mand] announced yesterday that it
had kidnapped twenty-one 'prominent'

communist leaders and threatened to

kill them unless the leftist Ejercito Re

volucionario del Pueblo . . . , which is
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apparently divided, sets free all the

persons it still holds."

Despite this announcement, the dis

patch noted, the Communist party in
Rosario, where the kidnappings were
supposed to have taken place, has

not reported any of its members miss

ing. It is not clear, though, how broad

the organization's definition of "com

munist" is. Since its threat was aimed

at the ERP, it is evident that not just

Communist party members are meant.
International pressure is obviously

being put on the Campora govern

ment to liquidate the guerrilla activity

as soon as possible.

After the latest kidnapping of a
British industrialist, a UPI dispatch

in the June 8 El Diario quoted the

queen's ambassador as saying: "If

law and order are not secured, I think

that many wUI not be encouraged to
come to this country. I hope the gov

ernment creates an atmosphere of

tranquillity." Since the Peronist gov
ernment has announced its intention of

attracting European capital, it seems

unlikely that it would take such an

expression of impatience lightly.

But the Peronist leadership has its

own urgent domestic reasons for iso

lating and eliminating "extremists,"
and the guerrillas are the indicated
place to start. As Labreveux noted in
his June 6 article:

"Peron's offensive against the Trot-

skyists, and more broadly against the
'extremists' in his own movement who

advocate the establishment of a social

ist regime, has been favorably re
ceived in those trade-union circles that

are favorite targets of the guerrillas,

considered by them to be 'traitors to

the working class.' Jose Rucci and the

leaders of the CGT [Confederacion
General del Trabajo—General Con

federation of Labor] are beginning to
raise their heads. Once again they
feel protected and even favored by
Peron, who sent them a warm message
of support last week on the occasion
of the special convention of the labor

federation.

"This meeting, scheduled several

months ago and to which were invited

about sixty foreign delegations, was
obviously designed to boost the pres
tige of the Argentine CGT, 'one of the
best organized and most experienced
in the world,' according to Peron. All
of a sudden, the trade-unionists are

declaring themselves more vigorously
than ever 'not Yankees and not Marx

ists, but Peronists.' This is true to such

an extent that the Cuban representa

tive Agapito Figueroa, who proposed
paying homage to Ernesto Che Gue

vara, was hissed, and he found him

self unable to finish his speech."

At the present time, the CGT bureau
crats are especially anxious to silence

criticism from the left.

"Strengthened by Peron's support,
the leaders of the CGT are now go
ing to be able to conclude the negotia
tions initiated with the CGE [Confede-
racibn General Econbmico —General

Confederation of Business] and Jose
Gelbard, the minister of finance, with

a view toward establishing a 'social

truce' and launching a plan of

economic stabilization. This austerity

program wUI seek to assign the sacri

fices necessary for straightening out

the country's finances. But freezing

prices and, to a certain extent, wages

threatens to provoke serious discon

tent, or at least disappointment. If it

had not been for Peron's endorse

ment and the assurance that he wUI

neutralize their enemies, the trade-

unionists would doubtlessly have hesi

tated to expose themselves to new

pressures from their rank and fUe or
attacks from the 'extremists' whUe the

memory of the assassination of Dirk

Kloosterman, general secretary of the
automobile workers union, is stUl

fresh in their minds."
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With the great popular hopes invest
ed in the new regime and the massive
and enthusiastic support it is enjoy
ing in its first days, the Peronists are

in a position to exert strong pressures

against the guerrillas. Peron's trium

phal return, planned for June 21,

when his supporters predict he will be

met by two million people, will offer

an excellent occasion for attacking

any groups el lider considers danger

ous to the new regime of "peace and

progress."

Furthermore, Peron has been giving
some thought to the problem of iso

lating the non-Peronist left groups

within mass mobilizations. In his re

marks on the violence at Villa Devoto,

he said, according to the May 30
La Opinion'.

"Although some incidents occurred

such as those mentioned, it was a

great day [when the government took
office]. However, this is a good ex
perience for the future, because we

must keep in mind the objective of

controlling such groups in new mass

gatherings."

Labreveux speculated, moreover,
about pressures from other sources

on the non-Peronist guerrillas to

moderate their attitude toward the new

government:

"It is not excluded that the Cuban

leaders, who have just renewed diplo

matic relations with Argentina, have
recommended prudence to the princi

pal strategist of the Trotskyist guer
rilla movement [Santucho]."

Nonetheless, the ERP pledged in its
June 8 news conference to continue

operations "against the armed forces,

counterrevolutionaries, foreign ex

ploiters, and Argentine capitalists." It

noted, moreover, that "the causes of

social exploitation and the political-

economic dependency have not disap
peared or even been touched by the
new government."

The day before the news conference,

however, the ERP released retired rear

admiral Francisco Aleman, whom it

had held for sixty days. Two days
previously it had released its other

captive, police commander Jacobo

Nasif, held for forty days.
"A communique of the leftist group

said the officers were freed after it was

ascertained that political prisoners
liberated by the new Peronist gov
ernment of President Camp or a were in
good health," a June 7 AP dispatch
reported. "The leftists also issued a
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letter in which Aleman admitted re

sponsibility for certain misdeeds."
On the same day that Aleman was

released a British industrialist,

Charles A. Lockwood, was kid

napped. However, it has proved im
possible so far to ascertain whether
Lockwood was taken by guerrillas

or by common criminals. It remains
to be seen, then, whether the ERP is

continuing its former activities. Like
wise uncertain is whether Peron and

his followers will broaden their attack

on "Trotskyism." The next few weeks
should clarify the terms of the con
flict. n

Tells Workers, 'Don't Let Down Your Guard'

PST Opposes 'Social Truce' in Argentina

The Peronists invited all the Argen

tine parties to a second meeting in

the Nino restaurant in Buenos Aires

on May 22. The first meeting took

place shortly after Peron's arrival in

the country before the elections and

was closed to the press. The PST (Par-

tido Socialista de los Trabajadores—
Socialist Workers party) refused to

attend this gathering on the grounds

that it was opposed in principle to

secret political negotiations. The party

agreed to participate in the second,

since it offered the possibility of dis
cussing the future of the country in the
presence of the press and therefore

in front of the Argentine people. The
PST set forth its positions in an ed

itorial statement in the May 23 issue
of its weekly paper, Avanzada Socia
lista.

In the first place it hailed the Peron

ists' promises to restore political de

mocracy:

"We agree fully with the proposals
to guarantee and broaden the liber
ties and rights granted by the con

stitution, Involving full respect for mi
norities.

"We hold this position not because

at this stage we find ourselves tem

porarily in a minority. In the rev

olutionary left, our party is distin

guished by its adherence to profound

ly democratic principles, which lead
us to struggle uncompromisingly for
liberation from authoritarianism in all

fields, against bureaucratic domina

tion in the unions, imperialist domina

tion of the nation, and capitalist ex

ploitation of the society."

The first step toward the establish
ment of democratic liberties, the state

ment said, should be full amnesty for

all the political prisoners and com

plete restitution to workers victimized
for their trade-union activities.

Next, the statement called for broad

ening the area of political democracy:

"We think that in order to extend

democratic freedoms changes must be

made in the constitution and sanc

tioned by the sovereign will of the

people, that the constitution must be

made into an adequate framework for

the period of transition to socialism.

Calling a constituent assembly is,

therefore, one of the most urgent tasks

of the new government."

To reverse the decline in the buying

power of the workers that occurred
under the military dictatorships and

conservative governments that fol
lowed the overthrow of Peron, the PST

called for an immediate across-the-

board raise of 50,000 old pesos

[about US$50], and a minimum wage

of 150,000 old pesos a month, as

well as a sliding scale of wages to
compensate for inflation.

Instead of relying on European cap

ital to replace U.S. capital, the PST
maintained, the only way to develop

the country is through the develop

ment of an internal market by raising
the living standard of the workers

and through internal saving. This re

quires establishing a state monopoly

of foreign trade and repudiating the
foreign debt which now totals

US$7,000 million.

"This debt has been contracted by

illegitimate or dictatorial governments
that had no right to mortgage the

future of the entire nation. Strict cur

rency control and nationalizing the

banks and foreign trade . . . will en
able us to stop the foreign monopolies

— both European and American —

from draining off the national wealth

of the country and the labor of the



workers with impunity as they are

doing now."

The statement also called for na

tionalizing the foreign monopolies.

But it stressed: "The workers must be

the ones to supervise their function

ing. Administration by state-appointed
functionaries has proved totally in

efficient."

At the Nino meeting, Juan Carlos

Coral, the presidential candidate of
the PST, repeated these demands, and

added:

"We must forcibly repatriate the

$8,000 million that has been taken

out of the country through the looting

of foreign entrepreneurs and Argen-

ternational conditions for Argentine

national capital achieving a certain

freedom of maneuver within the frame

work of the imperialist system no

longer exist, the statement explained.
In fact, this time the very conserva

tive forces that originally opposed Pe-

ron's reforms are supporting the new

government and especially its call for

a "social truce."

"Our doubts about the process that

began on May 25 are motivated by
class feelings and are only the po

litical expression of the doubts of the

workers, who see that the same in

stitutions, parties, and personalities

that opposed Peron in 1946 and over

threw him in 1955 and collaborated

with the succeeding regimes are today

supporting Dr. Cdmpora and acclaim
ing his recent appeal."

The PST warned emphatically
against any "social truce."

"Political instability, social tensions,

struggle, and violence are the results

of the economic system we live under.

Therefore, we cannot agree to any
truce with the Sociedad Rural [the big

landowners organization], the CGE
[Confederacion General Econbmica —

General Business Federation], the Un
ion Industrial Argentina [Argentine

Manufacturers' Association], or the
monopolies, unless they stop exploit

ing the workers and the country.

Hence our position and our advice

to the workers must be brief and to

the point: Don't let down your guard
whUe the oligarchy and imperialism
are stUl intact. And this means fight
ing for the profound structural

changes that alone can bring peace
to the society."

In his speech at the Nino, Coral

pointed out that only a government

directly representing the workers
would be able to implement consistent
ly the basic changes the PST calls
for. □

Interview With Nahuel Moreno

Positions Token by the Political Parties
During May 22 Meeting With Campora

JUAN CARLOS CORAL

tine financiers; we must block the mo
nopolies from shipping any profits
out of the country."

The PST also demanded a deep-
going agrarian reform to solve the
problem of four decades of stagna
tion in the rural economy.

Although the PST statement prom
ised the party's support for all pos
itive measures by the new govern
ment, a pledge that was repeated by
Coral at the Nino meeting, it ex
pressed basic criticisms of the regime
inaugurated May 25.

"If the class alliance advocated by
the Peronists led to the great defeat
of 1955 for the working class and
the country, the cycle may be much
shorter this time." The favorable in-

[The following is an interview with
Nahuel Moreno, a leader of the Ar
gentine Partido Socialista de los Tra-
bajadores (PST — Socialist Workers
party), on the May 22 meeting in the
Nino Restaurant in Buenos Aires
called by President H6ctor Chmpora
and attended by all the country's po
litical parties. The interview was pub
lished in the May 30 issue of the PST's
weekly, Avanzada Socialista. The
translation is by Intercontinental
Press. ]

Question. What was the stand taken
by the various organizations at the
Nino Restaurant!

Answer. On the one side, there were
the pro-Peronists or out-and-out ser
vile forces like Alende, Ramos, San
dier, and, though he voiced greater
concern, Sueldo. All they did was
praise the sound judgment, the wis
dom, and the profundity of Chmpora
and Per6n.

The newspapers said that they
raised objections or made criticisms.

but we saw no opposition, only ad
vice.

On the other side, there were the
sectors that put forward ideas. Aside
from Chmpora, these were the Radi
cals, Thedy, Bravo, the Sapag, the
Communist party, and our party.

Q. What was the position of the
bourgeois parties?

A. The Radicals put forward a con
sistent, bourgeois-type position, under
lining the need for democratic free
play so that the bourgeoisie could
work out its differences and paralyze
the violence that is going on. They
claimed that this has been the posi
tion of the Radical party for years.

Thedy, along with Bravo, main
tained that unity and a truce on social
and political struggle were indispens
able and that the organizations on
which national unity would be based
had to give credit to important sectors
of the armed forces that deserved it,
that is, Lanusse.

Sapag called for federalism, which
would serve the interests of the bour
geoisie in the provinces.

Intercontinental Press



From the point of view of the right,

these were the most enthusiastic sup

porters of the truce and Chmpora's

five points.

Q. What about the left-wing forces?

A. On the left (and this must be
clear in view of the false reports that

appeared in the bourgeois press), both
the Communist party and our party

rejected the five points and the truce.

The Communist party put forward

its traditional position of national uni

ty with the progressive bourgeoisie,
which it calls only "progressives" be

cause it can't bring itself to call them
by their real name. Still, it must be

said that within this general approach,

without beating around the bush, it
did in fact reject the five points and,

basically, the proposals on a "truce"

and those for "national reconstruc

tion."

Our party's position is clearly laid

out in the document that we issued

and in the speech by Compahero Co
ral. □

Sectarian Approach Taken by Peronlst Youth

Lessons of March on Villa Devoto Prison

[The following article analyzes the
events outside Villa Devoto Prison in
Buenos Aires May 25 that brought
about the release of all the political
prisoners. Some 50,000 persons sur
rounded the prison, forcing newly in
stalled President H6ctor Chmpora to
declare an immediate pardon. (See
Intercontinental Press, June 11, p.
691.)

[The article was published in the
May 30 issue of Avanzada Socialista,
the weekly newspaper of the Argentine
Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores
(PST — Socialist Workers party). The
translation is by Intercontinental
Press. ]

Following the mobilization in the
Plaza de Mayo, the Peronlst Youth
initiated a march that was crowned
with a clear triumph: the release of
the Villa Devoto political prisoners
and the presidential pardon.

The next day, it continued by or
ganizing other street demonstrations
in which all the political youth or
ganizations participated.

This positive outcome, which serves
as an example of what mobilizations
can achieve, must not allow us to
forget errors that prejudice the win
ning of new gains.

The problem of the prisoners, like
that of the nationalizations or the re-
hiring of militants that have been
fired, is not a task for the youth alone,
however important the youth sector

may be. It is a problem that belongs
to all sectors that claim to be anti-
imperialist and revolutionary.

The Peronist Youth Refuses
to Coordinate the Struggles

For months the Peronist Youth has
consistently refused to undertake joint
actions with the various left-wing cur
rents in order to bring about the re
lease of the prisoners. It proceeded
with the same sectarian approach in
the case of the march on Villa De
voto: It refused to organize it in com
mon, or to state the time and place,
thereby forcing those who wanted to
take part to first go to the Plaza de
Mayo and go along with the orga
nization and program of the Peronist
Youth. We who are not prepared to
cast our principles aside found our
selves obliged to go as individuals.
Other left-wing groups submitted to
this criterion and played a regrettable
role. First, they got lost in the Plaza
de Mayo. Second, they formed a small
group. And finally they ended up
chanting or going along with Peronist
slogans.

The Peronist Youth had no difficul
ties in allowing the left-wing groups
that acted in such a fashion to join
in. This is all a step forward, since
on other occasions this has not hap
pened. For this reason, its attitude
of allowing various sectors to join
its march, even though only under
its own leadership, is a positive move.

Lack of Political Coordination
Facilitates Desperate Adventures

At Villa Devoto, two companeros
were killed, shot from inside the prison
when they attempted to break down
the doors. A delay in releasing the
last batch of prisoners brought on
this action, which was desperate and
unnecessary in view of the fact that
they were being freed as a result of
the pressure that was being exerted.

Two days later, the Peronist Youth
put out a statement blaming "provoc
ateurs" for the deaths, accusing them
of having disrupted what was an act
of support to the government and
pointing out that they were not going
to allow any repeat of this kind of
thing.

This is a very dangerous statement.
First of all, it is true that this assault
on the prison doors was, on this oc
casion, unnecessary, and more than
that a desperate adventure. But along
with pointing this out, it is necessary
to condemn, before anyone else, the
police, who do not hesitate to indis
criminately open fire on our youth.
Who gave this criminal order?

Oddly enough, many of the pris
oner compafteros for whom the Pe
ronist Youth mobilized were arrested
for actions that were as adventuristic
as the ones that the Peronist Youth
are now condemning. How is it pos
sible, within the space of one day,
for the "provocateurs" and not those
who shoot them down to become the
enemy?

Second, the march on Devoto, like
the mobilizations the following day,
were not acts of support to the gov
ernment. We respect the fact that the
Peronist Youth sees it that way, and
we accept the fact that this is their
approach. But in fact the actions were,
and must be, joint actions to free pris
oners who come from different or
ganizations. For this reason the ac
tions needed to be coordinated and
organized by agreement on common
slogans and objectives. Not doing this
increased the possibility that one or
more tendencies would carry out a
desperate or provocative action.

Finally, the statement that in the
future it is not going to allow this
type of action shows the sectarianism
of the Peronist Youth. It does not

understand that it is not a mass or
ganization, that it cannot claim to
be an organization representing any
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major section of the population. It
does not understand that it is only

a tendency of the youth, and one,
moreover, that is heterogeneous, and

lacks any clearly defined program
and goals. The Peronist Youth does

not understand that, whatever its pos

itive intentions may be, it will be com

pletely impossible for it to impose any
anti-imperialist, revolutionary mea

sure (nationalizations, elimination of
the union bureaucracy) without act
ing in a coordinated fashion with left-

wing sectors and the working class,

of which we are a part. An example

was the beating they took outside the

Nino [restaurant] when they attempted
to confront the armed bands of the

union bureaucracy.

By not understanding this, the Pe

ronist Youth, and many of its honest
militants, fall into the same domineer

ing approach used by the union bu

reaucracy: They refuse to discuss dem
ocratically and coordinate actions in a

framework of mutual political respect.
The action on May 26 outside the

Congress could have been an example
of such an approach, yet again the
Peronist Youth resorted to the same

method. This time it refused to mo

bilize, and as a result the participa
tion of its members was very poor.

These examples do nothing to aid
in carrying out the immense task fac
ing the youth. There are soldiers who

are still being held prisoner and there

are thousands of activists who have

been fired and who must be rehired.

It is these immediate tasks, together
with the nationalizations and workers

control, that are waiting to be carried

out. We must continue along the path

opened up by the youth of the cap

ital and Greater Buenos Aires in or

der to win the release of the prisoners

and the abolition of the repressive

laws. To do this, unity of action
agreed upon loyally and democrat
ically will be necessary. □

Peronists Try to Tone Down Militancy

20,000 Celebrate First Cordobozo
The Cbrdoba uprising on May 29,

1969, was the culmination of a se
ries of explosions in the provinciai
industrial cities of Argentina that were
touched off initially by brutal gov
ernment repression of a student pro
test.

The pitched battles in the center of
the Argentine automotive industry
marked the beginning of the end of
the military dictatorship, showing the
capitalists unmistakably that the pol
icy of naked repression had failed
to intimidate the workers and students
and was creating the conditions for
a generalized revolutionary explosion.
The junta set a conciiiatory course,
which led it, after a new uprising in
Cbrdoba in August 1971, to decide
to turn power back to a civilian gov
ernment.

Appropriately, the fourth anniver
sary of the Cordobazo came just four
days after the installation of the new
civilian government. But although this
uprising started the process that
brought him to power, the new pres
ident, H6ctor Chmpora, devoted to
it only a sentence in a two-and-a-half
hour inauguration speech.

"How could the direct beneficiary
of the process opened by the Cordo
bazo make such a crying oversight?"
the May 30 issue of Avanzada So-
cialista asked in a special supplement
on the anniversary of the rising. The
weekly organ of the PST (Partido So-
cialista de los Trabajadores—Social
ist Workers party) continued:

"We think that in politics there are
no accidental lapses of memory, or
as Martin Fierro [the hero of the Gau-
cho epic of the same name] said, 'for
getting is a kind of remembering.'

"Chmpora is doing the same thing
as the CGT [Confederacibn Generai
del Trabajo — General Confederation
of Labor], the Juventud Peronista [Pe
ronist Youth] itself, and the capitalist
parties. None has marked the anni
versary by proposing militant dem
onstrations.

"Their call for a 'social and political
truce' is contrary to the meaning of
the Cordobazo struggle. Anyone who
is for this truce cannot be for the
Cordobazo. Anyone who is for unity
with all the sectors of exploiters can
not identify with this anniversary.

much less with the meaning of the
Cordobazo."

The Cbrdoba uprising had none
theless been celebrated, stressed Avan
zada Socialista, by the spontaneous
militancy demonstrated in Buenos Ai
res when Cdmpora took office, bring
ing the mass upsurge that started in
the provincial cities at iast to the Ar
gentine capital itself.

In Cbrdoba, the anniversary could
not go uncelebrated, and demonstra
tions marked a still rising militancy
and political consciousness.

More than 20,000 workers and stu
dents gathered in a raliy at the cor
ner of Arturo M. Bas and the Boule
vard San Juan. From 10:00 a.m.
groups from the various trade unions
began showing up.

"Just after 12:30, a SMATA [Sin-
dicato de Mechnicos y Afines dei
Transporte Automotor — Union of Au
tomotive Machinists and Aiiied
Trades] contingent arrived, with 2,500
compafieros marching behind red
flags and pictures of Lenin, Trotsky,
and Mao carried by the left tendencies.

"At about 1:00 we saw the demon
stration coming from Ferreyra with
1,500 more compafieros. There were
the flags of the Sindicato de Perkins
[Perkins Plant Union], SITRAC [Sin
dicato de Trabajadores Concord —
Concord Plant Workers Union], an
immense PST banner, and the ban
ners of the Frente de los Trabaja
dores [Workers Front] and other
trade-union and politicai tendencies."

The most impressive sign of grow
ing worker militancy was the partic
ipation of workers of the Concord and
Materfer plants. These workers walked
out of their plants "in spite of the
armed opposition of the Unibn Obrera
Metalfirgica [Metalworkers Union],
which is the union recognized in both
plants by the government but not by
the workers. At Concord the strike
was led by a new council of shop
stewards, which ousted by force the
council imposed by the bureaucracy.
On Tuesday, a new mass assembly
had to choose between two conflicting
motions: The first was to march to

the raily; the second was to stop work
for just half an hour. The first won
by a very iarge majority.

"At Materfer, the activists faced up
determinedly to the armed goons of
the Unibn Obrera Metalhrgica, shut
down the factory, and led their com
pafieros in the march to the rally.
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"The column formed up at Perkins,

where the people took the lead, stop

ping buses, trucks, and cars to trans

port the workers to the rally, which
was about five kilometers away. All

these vehicles came covered with ban

ners and flags."

Cuban President Dorticds was the

keynote speaker. He was greeted with
"an indescribable clamor." As Fidel's

representative evoked the memory of
Che Guevara, "a Cuban and Argen
tine revolutionist," the crowd shouted:

"Cuba va del brazo con el Cordo-

bazo!" (Cuba marches arm in arm

with the Cordobazo.)

Responding to the mass of workers,
Dorticbs said: "Yes, compafieros, Cu
ba marches arm in arm with the Cor

dobazo; Cuba followed it very closely

and was aware of its great importance

for the working class and the people
in general." Cuba's official represen
tative added: "I want everyone here

to swear to continue the fight against
imperialism untU we wipe it out."
A different kind of reception was

given to Atilio L6pez, a cool one,
although he is one of the most pop
ular lieutenants of Per6n in the union

movement. In the first place, he was

expected to make some important an

nouncements but as it turned out he

had nothing to offer. In the second
place, he tried to convert the rally
into a mere celebration of the new

government's taking office: "Today is

a day of joy because we can say that
four days after coming to power the
people's government has set out on
the road to liberating us."

Representatives of the guerrilla or
ganizations spoke, but the speaker for
the ERP [Ej6rcito Revolucionario del
Pueblo — Revolutionary Army of the
People] was met with whistles from
the Peronists, who tried also to drown

out what was said by singing their
party songs.

The speech of Ren6 Salamanca, gen
eral secretary of SMATA, a leftist
union independent of the Peronist bu

reaucracy, was also jeered by the Pe

ronist party faithful. Salamanca called

on the workers to remain mobilized

until national and social liberation

were won.

But when a representative of the
conservative labor group, "The Sixty-
two Organizations Loyal to PerOn,"
tried to speak, the class-struggle union
tendencies and the left joined in a
chorus to drown him out.
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A Peronist deputy who promised

that the newly elected representatives
would carry out their promises was
met with shouts of "Que cumpla el
diputado, que cumpla el concejal, si
no la clase obrera los va a hacer

cagar." ("The deputies and councilmen
had better keep their promises, or else
the working class will make them crap
in their pants.")
Although the ceremony was sup

posed to end with the rally, about
4,000 participants led by the class-
struggle unionists from Perkins and
the left marched to the center of the

city. When they reached the downtown
area, they were addressed by a wom
an member of the PST, who told them

that one of the accomplishments of

the Cordobazo was its having opened

up the way for the development of
the class-struggle union tendencies,
which was started by SITRAC-

SITRAM. The latest continuation of

this process, she said, was the rise
of the new leadership at Perkins, and
she called on these leaders to address

the crowd.

On the day after the anniversary
of the Cordobazo, the bureaucratized

Peronist union federation, the CGT,

opened its convention. The PST is
sued the following statement:

"This convention is the opposite in
every way of what was represented
by the rebellion of the people of C6r-
doba in May 1969.

"The Cordobazo changed the history
of the country, ushering in a new
stage of struggles that won conces
sion after concession from the cap

italist system and the military dicta
torship. This convention will only try
to limit the workers mobilizations and

make a deal with the bosses, repre

sented essentially by the Confedera-
ci6n General Econbmica [General

Business Federation].

"The Cordobazo had at its head

the most self-sacrificing fighters of the
working class and of the people, and
it meant the direct exercise of democ

racy by the masses who occupied the
city. In this convention, the most select
bureaucrats in the country, undemo-
cratically appointed and for the most
part repudiated by the workers, are

meeting to discuss an agenda un
known to the workers.

"The Cordobazo was an example,

an impetus, and a road to which all
the exploited must turn. This conven

tion of the CGT is the synthesis of
all that we have to eradicate in the

workers movement — bureaucracy and

antidemocratic methods.

"This is why the CGT did not call

for commemorating the 1969 rebel
lion nor dedicate this convention to

the memory of those who died in it.

The mobilization of the working class

will lead sooner or later to returning

the CGT to the workers, and then

the memory of these fallen compa-
fleros will permeate the building on

the Azopardo [CGT headquarters] as
a continual call to struggle." □

Organized Workers Movement Stoyed Home

May 25: Buenos Aires Took to Streets

[The following article on the May 25
inauguration of Argentine President
H6ctor Chmpora was published in the
May 30 issue of Avanzada Socialista,
the weekly newspaper of the Partido
Socialista de los Trabajadores (PST —
Socialist Workers party). The trans
lation is by Intercontinental Press.]

What went on May 25 in the Con
gress and outside the government
house, in the demonstrations in the
downtown area, and in the column

of thousands of persons who went
to Devoto Prison to free the prisoners,
were scenes like nothing Buenos Aires
has seen in the last seven years. Nev
ertheless, the main actor in the great
demonstrations of the Peronist move
ment and of the resistance to the dic
tatorship — the organized workers
movement — was absent. Its absence
was reflected in the slogans, in the
objectives, and in the strength of the
popular mobilizations.

When all the rest of the country
was being shaken by rebellions in



the interior, beginning with the Cor-

dobazo, political activists were asking
themselves the question: "When is Bue
nos Aires going to join in?" Thus
we saw rebellion after rebellion, a

chain of mobilizations in the streets

that stretched from Tucumhn in the

north to General Roca in the south,

while in the streets of the capital
reigned a social peace that was im
posed by the menacing presence of
the repressive forces and by the ap

paratus of the trade-union bureaucra

cy-

This May 25 we saw the chiefs of
the repression making a retreat, ne
gotiating with the Peronist Youth, and
handing over to them the task of
maintaining order with a crowd that
they could not control. We saw how

the church was unable to do its Te

Deum, how the military could not
stage its parade. We saw the heads

of the armed forces helplessly endur
ing the insults of people expressing
their hatred for the armed branch of

the exploiters. We saw the banners,

of the guerrilla organizations that
were mercilessly hunted down until

only yesterday waving outside the
Congress, at the Pink House, and even
on the walls of Villa Devoto Prison.

We saw a column of thousands of

demonstrators surrounding the pris
on, freely carrying on a dialogue with
the prisoners, and getting the Peronist
leadership to agree to free them.

We also saw how the forces of re

pression, even as they were retreating,

did not refrain from firing their weap
ons and producing new victims

among the people's fighters.

What is new is this: After long years,
though still on a small scale, the peo

ple in Buenos Aires began to make
use of the only method by which the

workers and the people can attain

the goals they have set for themselves
— active mobilization and taking to

the streets to debate in action the ques
tion of who holds power. This is how

the workers and students in the in

terior won an end to the wage freeze,
the introduction of democratic free

doms, the calling of elections, and
the agreement to go along with a

Peronist victory. This is how the mil
itary dictatorship was defeated. And
this is the way the struggle must con
tinue if new gains are to be won at
the expense of imperialism, the oli
garchy, and the bosses.

But the great shortcoming of the
meeting and the demonstrations was

the absence of the organized workers

movement. Most of the participants
were not workers but students or per
sons from the middle class. Unfor

tunately, there was nothing like the
huge worker actions of the Peronist

movement, such as the one in 1946

when the working class won the

Christmas bonus and other benefits

and filled the streets of the city.
The contingents of participants from

the unions were pitiful. The steelwork-

ers numbered less than 2,000; they
were practically lost in the crowd.

There were fewer than 1,000 textile

workers. The turnout from most of

the unions amounted to no more than

a poster surrounded by a handful

of people.

The union bureaucrats limited them

selves to calling a few assemblies and
renting buses. But this is not enough
nowadays to mobilize the workers.
After so many years of betrayals and
sellouts, no one is prepared to take
to the streets just because some ex

ecutive board says it should be done.
And even less if the mobilization does

not set itself the goal of obtaining
solutions to the most pressing prob
lems of the working class: wages, high
prices, unemployment. In addition, the

workers do not have complete con
fidence in a government they support
ed with their votes but whose candi

dates were not selected on the basis

of any consultations with the rank-

and-file workers.

Imagine what would have hap

pened if a million workers had taken

to the street demanding an immediate
increase in wages, nationalization of

the monopolies, and the rehiring of
all the compafleros who were fired

for leading the struggles that ended
up by bringing down the dictatorship.

Imagine if the hundreds of workers
who are occupying the EMA and Lo-
zadur factories had been present, de

manding solutions to the problems

they face, and if the personnel at Ci-
troen and Peugeot, and the packing

house workers, had mobilized to de

mand the rehiring of those who were

fired. Imagine thousands of other ex
amples like these, examples that are

occurring every day.
But this did not happen. The work

ers limited themselves to following the

events on television —with great joy,

but passively. This was reflected in

the slogans at the action: They rid
iculed the gorillas and the military,
and urged long life to "Uncle Chm-
pora," but there were none directed

against the bosses and the oligarchy
or pressing for working-class goals.

Lessons of May 25

The Peronist Youth did not attempt
to fill this gap by raising issues
for which it has itself been fighting,
with the exception of the demand for
freeing the political prisoners. Thus,
between the sabotage (conscious or
unconscious) of the bureaucracy and
the absence of an organization to
put forward a workers program, the
net result of the mobilizations — in

spite of the fact that they pushed the
problem of the prisoners much further
than seemed to be in the official script
— was to give a blank check to the

Justicialist government. It is a blank
check that the workers did not sign —
not the municipal workers who have

embarked on a course of struggle,
nor the state workers in Santa Fe

with their barricades, nor those in

San Luis, who twice occupied the gov
ernment house.

These mobilizations are pointing to
what is coming inevitably: more and
more struggles by the exploited
against the bosses, imperialism, and
leaders who have sold out. If we are

to be prepared for this, the good and
bad sides of May 25 must be pointed
out. On the positive side: It showed
that the streets belong to the people
when they decide to take them over

with their own forces, and that just
as the mobilization won the release

of the political prisoners, many ad
ditional goals could have been

achieved by continuing along this
path. On the negative side: The work
ing class is still not making itself felt
because of the failures of the union

leaderships and because there is still
no recognized organization that ex

pounds its needs and knows how to

present them in a clear and concrete

way.

From now on there will be a new

field of struggle for the workers of
the capital and Greater Buenos Aires

who, since the Cordobazo, have been

struggling for their demands on the
factory level. Like their class brothers,

the workers in the interior, they will
now take to the streets in their struggie
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for nationalizations, to impose work
ers control over the books and to

find out company profits, to win an
immediate wage increase, to get rid

of the traitorous leaderships ensconced
in the unions, and to get those who

have been fired rehired.

In order to prepare for these future

and imminent struggles, the workers

must organize and fortify a powerful
organization — the revolutionary par
ty of the Argentine working class. □

Thieu, Sihanouk Disturb Nixon's Plans

Indochina 'Peace' Talks Bogged Down
Henry Kissinger and Le Due Tho

unexpectedly broke off their talks in
Paris June 9 without issuing a com
munique or signing a new document
on "implementing" the January 27
Vietnam cease-fire agreement. Kis
singer flew back to Washington. He
was expected to return to Paris June
12 to continue his talks with the North
Vietnamese negotiator.

By all accounts, the break in the
discussions resulted from a repeat of
last year's performance by Saigon
dictator Nguyen Van Thieu, whose
objections to a proposed agreement
served as Nixon's excuse to delay
signing it in order to launch massive
air attacks on North Vietnam and force
additional concessions from the Viet
namese liberation fighters.

Thieu is reported to be objecting
to allowing the Provisional Revolu
tionary Government (PRO) of South
Vietnam to exercise political control
over the areas it holds militarily. That
is, he interprets the January 27 agree
ment as requiring the PRG to sit by
while he runs the entire country for
the benefit of U.S. imperialism.

Meanwhile, the puppet army is con
tinuing its attacks on areas held by
the PRG. On June 10, fighting in South
Vietnam reached its highest level since
mid-February. The largest battle was
reported near Lai Khe, thirty-five
miles north of Saigon, where Thieu's
forces, backed by tanks and planes,
attacked a section of highway held
by the PRG since the 1972 offensive.

An indication of the extent of Thieu's
violations of the cease-fire agreement
was provided by Fox Butterfield in
a dispatch to the June 10 New York
Times. He wrote that "almost all of
the 300 villages that the Communists
took over at the end of January, short
ly before and just after the peace agree
ment, have been recaptured by South
Vietnamese Government troops."

Nixon is under considerable pres
sure to come up with an agreement
to offset several Congressional votes
against the bombing of Cambodia and
the widespread opposition to the con
tinuation of the war that those votes
reflect. Prior to the opening of the
latest talks June 6, administration
spokesmen implied that the Kissinger-
Tho negotiations would settle all out
standing problems if Congress only
"held firm" and allowed Nixon to go
on bombing. A failure now to reach
any agreement at all would increase

the likelihood of Congress passing
legislation leaving no loopholes for
continued bombing.

While there have been recurrent
rumors in the U.S. press of future
negotiations between Norodom Siha
nouk and the puppet "government" in
Pnompenh, Sihanouk has repeatedly
said that no such talks are in prospect.

Reuters reported June 4, however,
that in an interview in Algiers Siha
nouk said he had made peace pro
posals to Nixon through an unnamed
African government. Sihanouk said
his proposals called for U.S. recog
nition of his government and with
drawal of its support to Lon Nol.
He added that he was willing to be
lenient with Nixon's Cambodian em
ployees:

"So far as the traitors of Phompenh
are concerned, about ten of them —
including Lon Nol—could be trans
ported to a Western country, it doesn't
matter which. They have enough
money in foreign banks. As for the
other traitors, we promise a general
amnesty." □

Demand Repeal of Paragraph 218

Bonn Marchers Demand Right to Abortion
More than 2,000 persons demon

strated in Bonn June 2, demanding
repeal of paragraph 218 of the crim
inal code, which outlaws abortion.
Bonn was chosen for the demonstra
tion because the Bundestag is consid
ering proposals for the reform of the
abortion law.

The demonstration was called by
a wide range of women's groups and
political organizations. The action
was seen as a response to a vocal
"right to life" movement organized by
the Catholic church. Pointing to such
features of West German society as
unwanted children in orphanages and
unsuitable living conditions for chil
dren, the call to the demonstration
asked: "When have these self-appointed
defenders of the life of the unborn
ever defended existing life?"

A leaflet distributed by the Gruppe

Internationale Marxisten (GIM— Inter
national Marxist Group, German sec
tion of the Fourth International) to
build the action pointed out that the
proposals for reform were the result
of the struggles of the women's move
ment:

"When we fight the abortion law,
we are fighting the right of the state
to control our lives. It is only be
cause of the untiring struggle of wom
en that the parliament now feels forced
to liberalize paragraph 218. We can
not rely on the rulers to 'give' us
legal abortion; they know too well
what is at stake."

"It is the duty of every revolution
ary organization," the leaflet con
cluded, "to show its solidarity with
women and to support their struggle.
Only a strong women's movement can
free women from their oppression." □
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New Workers Bodies Challenge Reformists

By Hugo Blanco

Santiago
The cordones industriales [assem

blies of rank-and-file workers in a

local industrial concentration] are
new bodies that have emerged from
the rise in combativity on the part of
the Chilean workers. They involve
workers in a particular area by orga
nizing them on a geographical basis,
rather than in terms of the branch of

industry they may work in. (See In
tercontinental Press June 11, p. 706.)
The reformists, especially the Com

munist party, have taken a hostile

attitude toward these bodies from the

very start. The reason is clear: They
are dynamic bodies that elude the con

trol of the Central Unica de Traba-

jadores [CUT — Workers Central
Union], whose leadership is reform

ist — for the most part Communist.
The reformists accuse the cordones

of being "illegal," "unconstitutional,"
etc.

Nevertheless, the reformists have

had to change their tactics as the
workers have ignored their evaluation
and have begun to regard the cor
dones as their own vanguard orga
nization, around which they unite dur
ing critical moments. In recent

months, the reformists have been talk

ing about the cordones, but by refer
ring to them as bodies that ought to
be under the authority of the CUT.
Now that the Chilean process ini

tiated by the Popular Unity is in a
state of retreat, the cordones are stand

ing out as the main focus of resis

tance. In view of the seriousness of the

situation Chile is going through,
preparations are being made for a
meeting of all the cordones industri
ales and the comandos comunales

(Community Commands — bodies that
involve squatters and peasants as well

as workers) in Santiago Province.

The Cerrillos Cordbn is planning
to hold a community meeting prior

to the provincial meeting. It was dur
ing a meeting called to help organize
this meeting that the new tactic of the

CP toward the cordones could be seen

in action.

The report by the president of the

cordbn went more or less as follows:

"The cordones are nuclei of popular
power and must be developed because
the government is locked into the

framework of bourgeois institutions,
which prevents it from thoroughly
confronting the bourgeoisie; as for the
state bureaucracy, it leaves much to

be desired, and we can state that it is

in the service of the bourgeoisie.
"Beginning September 4, 1970, there
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has been an intensification of the class

struggle, but in spite of this the gov
ernment has made concessions to the

bourgeoisie. The cordones must be

restructured and reorganized and

must extend their activities and their

propaganda and struggle to take con
trol of the economy out of the hands
of the bourgeoisie by nationalizing the
monopolies and introducing the direct
distribution of goods.

"The perspective of civil war is be

ing constantly posed, and the only
way to avoid it is to prepare for it,
not to go around collecting signatures
[a direct reference to the approach of

the CP]. Preparations for civil war

must be made."

The position of the CP, expressed
by CUT delegates and certain union
leaders, hinged around the following
points:

"We have major organizations that
cannot be ignored. The CUT is the

body of all the workers, and it must
be represented in the cordones. . . .
Parallel organizations are being cre
ated out of a desire not to be under

the jurisdiction of the CUT. . . . We

agree that the meeting should take
place, but the statutes and norms of

the CUT must be respected. Let the
CUT issue the call for the meeting
and we will put out the publicity for
it. . . .

"Attendance should be restricted to

union representatives; the comandos

comunales, the JAP [Juntas de Abaste-
cimiento y Control de Precios—Sup
ply and Price Control Boards], stu
dents, etc., should be excluded. . . .

It is true that the community CUT
is not functioning, but it is not nec
essary to create parallel bodies. . . .

The community CUT should be re

organized and the representatives of
other groups should join in discus
sions with the CUT."

Workers representatives who were
not from the CP responded:
"The cordones are not trying to be

parallel bodies. The cordones indus

triales and the comandos comunales

sprang up in the face of the inactivity
of the CUT. . . . What did the leaders

of the CUT do in October? [This is a
reference to the national crisis brought
on by the bosses' strike.]. . . With
out consulting anybody the CUT ap

proved the plan for the Social Sector

of the economy [a plan drawn up
by Minister of the Economy Orlando
Millas (a CPer), which includes giv
ing back to their former owners many
factories that were taken over by the
workers and have been temporarily

nationalized]. . . .

"All the mass organizations must
take part in the meeting. There must
be an effort to achieve unity among
all the squatters, peasants, and work
ers, because there are even workers

who are not in the CUT. . . . We

must struggle for the solid unity of
all the workers against the bosses.

We must struggle together with all the
exploited to build real power of the

people. . . .

"It is true that the bosses are pre
paring for civil war, but the only way
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to prevent it is for us to prepare for

it. . . . Extremism is bad, but there

will be extremism as long as there
is reformism. . . . There is no reason

to get alarmed over talk about a bu
reaucracy since we all know that there
is one. . . ."

Then representatives of political par

ties took the floor. Basically, there

was agreement among the MIR (Movi-

miento de Izquierda Revolucionaria —

Movement of the Revolutionary Left),
the MAPU (Movimiento de Accibn Po
pular Unitaria — Movement for United

Popular Action), the PSR (Partido So-
cialista Revolucionario — Revolution

ary Socialist party, Chilean section
of the Fourth International), the Iz
quierda Cristiana (Christian Left),
and the PCR (Partido Comunista Re

volucionario — Revolutionary Com
munist party) on the following:

"Workers control and popular pow
er must be developed. Confronted with
a vacuum of leadership, the working
class filled it by creating the cordones.
All organizations of the people must
take part in the meeting because the
problems that are going to be taken
up affect everyone. Signatures alone
will not be enough to deal with the
preparation by the bosses for civil

war; the workers must be prepared
to meet this eventuality."
The Socialist party (whose positions

depend largely upon which delegate
happens to be representing it at any
given time) defended the "government
of the workers," although it admitted
that it had shown a lack of decisive

ness. It agreed that all popular orga
nizations should take part in the meet
ing "because there must be a deepen
ing of the mobilizations and of the

revolution."

In general, the CP put forward the
following line: "Only union ieaders
should be invited to the meeting. The
CUT is the only body representing
the workers. The cordones must not

hamper the work of the CUT. Civil
war must be avoided because it can

be avoided. More must be produced in
order to solve the problem of the sup
ply of goods. There must be more
voluntary labor."
The president of the corddn then

spoke again: "The battle for produc
tion can only be won if workers con
trol is extended to all factories —for

example, to those that supply raw ma
terials to many of the factories that
have been taken over. Take as ex

ample the FENSA and FANTUSI fac
tories: One is closed down and the

other on the verge of being closed

because of a shortage of raw ma
terials due to the bosses' boycott.
"The cordones came into being as

an expression of the will of the class.
All popular organizations must be in

vited to the meeting because produc
tion and distribution concern peas
ants and squatters just as much as
industrial workers. . . .

"In Maiph there is a shortage of
agricultural products because, of the

sixty existing ranches, only five have
been expropriated. . . . The aims of

the cordbn are not limited, and for

this reason all the workers and the

exploited in general must take part in
the meeting."
The maneuvers of the CUT and CP

representatives came to nought. The
gathering decided by acclamation to

organize the meeting along the lines
proposed by the executive board.

In spite of this, there is not much
reason for optimism. The statements
of the cordones have, generally speak
ing, always been correct, but unfor
tunately they now only involve van
guard sectors which will tend to grow
increasingly smaller unless a thor
oughgoing campaign is undertaken to
involve all the rank and file. The

problem is not one of making fine

statements; it is one of organization
and propaganda. It is to be hoped
that the next meeting of the cordones
will be an important step toward over
coming this weakness. □

A Look at a Worker-Run Plant

How Chilean Workers Organize Production

[The following interview with lead
ers of the worker-run Perlak factory
in Santiago, Chile, was obtained for
Intercontinental Press in May. The
translation from the Spanish is by
Intercontinental Press.]

Question. Your factory is considered
to be in the vanguard of the Cerillos
Cordon [a cordon is an assembly of
rank-and-file workers in a local in
dustrial concentration]. What does it
produce?

Answer. While in the hands of the
bosses, it produced canned tomatoes
and containers for canned goods.
Now that it has been intervened and
the workers take part in running it,
we also produce high-protein child
ren's foods at a cost that is much
lower than that of'the imperialist com
panies like Nestl6. We view this as a
way of supporting our people, but
unfortunately our product is not pub
licized the way it ought to be.

Q. How is the plant run?

A. Since it was intervened on June
30, 1972, it has had an administrative
council composed of three production
workers and two office workers, all
elected by the rank and file. As you

know, in most of the industries that
have been intervened, the administra
tive council has no executive power;
this is generally in the hands of the
interventor, who is appointed not by
the ranks but by the authorities.

In our case, however, the admin
istrative council is part of a coordi
nating council, which also includes
a union commission (consisting of
three members each from the produc
tion workers union and the office

workers union) and the executive
boards of the nine different sections
(with five or six members per section).
Each section holds weekly meetings.

This coordinating council has execu
tive authority. Yet important matters
are decided in general assemblies.

Q. How do you view the involve
ment of the workers in the plants that
have been intervened?

A. In our view, it is inadequate,
since the agreement between the gov
ernment and the CUT [Central Unica
de Trabajadores — Workers Central
Union] stipulates that final decisions
do not rest with the workers but are
taken by officials who are not elected
by the ranks. We are for workers
management in the state-owned indus
tries.

Q. Why was the factory intervened,
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and how did the Cerrillos Cordon

come about?

A. From the moment the Popular
Unity government took office, the
bosses began to boycott production
in glaring fashion. Tomatoes, which
are the main raw material that we

use, must be purchased in the spring

and stocked for the entire year. An
nually, the factory used to buy 7 to
7.5 million kilos. Then it went down

to 5 million, and in January 1972 to
only 3 million kilos.

We already knew what a decrease
in production meant for us becalise in

October 1970 they stopped making
containers, and the result was that

fourteen compafteros were laid off.
In view of this, we decided to take

over the factory. At the time there were

160 compafteros; today there are
more than 200. All the workers agreed
on the take-over — not just those who

support the MIR [Movimiento de Iz-

quierda Revolucionaria — Movement

of the Revolutionary Left], the Social
ists, and the independents, but even

the Communists, in spite of their par

ty's line. Representatives of every sec
tor spoke during the take-over.

The week we took over the firm,

an order came down to evacuate it.

However, at that point, two other

struggles were going on in the zone —
the one at Polycrbn, which began be
fore ours, and the one in Las Ame

ricas Aluminum, which begarf after

wards. In order to deal with these

problems, the workers in the factories

in the area organized the "Workers

Command of the Cerrillos Cordbn"

on June 27, 1972, in response to a

call issued by the Sociaiist party. On

June 30, the government had to inter
vene the industry.

This is the most active of the cor-

dones. The Vicufta Mackena Cordbn

came into existence in August, the Ma-

cul Cordbn following the bosses' strike

last October, and subsequently those
of the Central Railroad Station and

Panamericana Norte.

Q. What were the activities of the

cordon prior to and during the boss
es' strike?

A. Before October, we had to take

over the ministry offices, demanding
the dismissal of an interventor, pro

testing against the attempt to turn
companies back to their owners, and

supporting the Vicufta Mackena com

pafteros, who were involved in a

struggle.
During the October strike, the cor-

d6n organized people's markets. The

workers organized to guarantee the

supply and distribution of goods, and
the vigilance committees for the pro
tection of the industries were strength

ened. There was a great deal of in
tense organizational activity on the
part of the neighborhood committees,
the housewives' committees, etc.

Q. What did the cordbn do in re
sponse to the Millas Plan to return to
their former owners certain firms that
had been intervened?

A. The problem of the Millas Plan

went hand in hand with some other

ones. On or about January 15 of this
year, there was a change of interven-
tors that we refused to accept. About

the same time, on January 18 and 19,

there were two new take-overs in the

cordbn. We demanded that the Millas

Plan be withdrawn, that the Commu

nist minister who proposed it resign,

that the Copihue canning plant be in
tervened, and that a Communist inter

ventor who had dismissed compafteros

be removed.

Throughout all this there was a

quite obvious class unity among the

workers that overcame their political
differences. Along with revolutionary
leftists could be seen Communists and

even Christian Democrats opposing
the Millas Plan. It was also significant
that the sight of Allende defending the
plan did not succeed in getting the
workers to remain silent. They criti
cized the president's position.

Q. How does the Cordon operate?

A. Unfortunately, it has gone
through periods of activity and in
activity, surging forward only during

conjunctural periods, just iike the
other cordones. We are attempting to

introduce a certain regularity into its
operations by hoiding weekly meet
ings. The cordbn involves fifteen

unions in the zone; they are represent
ed by their leaders.

We are planning to send commis
sions to nearby shantytowns and

peasant areas.

We are also considering the idea of
holding cordbn meetings inside the
factories as a way of interesting the
workers more in the operations of the

cordbn.

There is no denying the fact that
something is lacking that is keeping
the cordbn from really making itself
felt among the ranks. We must discuss

this problem and find out what it is. □

Interview With Peruvian Student Leader

Latin Student Gathering
Sets Revisionist Course

[The following interview with a
Peruvian student leader, whose iden
tity is withheld for security reasons,
was obtained May 18 for Interconti
nental Press in Santiago, Chiie. The
translation from the Spanish is by
Intercontinental Press.]

Question. Why are you in Santiago?

Answer. I am one of five members
of the deiegation sent by the Federa-
cibn de Estudiantes del Perfi [FEP —
Peruvian Students Federation] to the
fifth Congreso Latinoamericano de

Estudiantes [CLAE — Latin American
Students Congress], which is being
held here May 13-19. The FEP has
been a member of the CLAE ever

since the first CLAE was held around
1930. I remember that the FEP also
took part in the third CLAE, which
was held in Uruguay at a time when
Cuba was still not taking part. The
fourth CLAE was held in Havana,
and the head of the FEP delegation
then was Rolando Brefta, who has
now been deported by the Peruvian
military junta.

Q. Is the FEP taking part in the
present congress?
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A. No, the Peruvian delegation is
not a participant. The permanent

working committee, made up of the
Cuban Students Federation, the Pres

idents' Council of the Chilean Students

Federation, the Panamanian Students

Federation, and others, did not invite

the FEP, which is an organization in

volving practically the entire univer

sity student population in Peru. In

stead, they invited SINAMOS [Sistema
Nacional de Apoyo a la Movilizacidn
Social — National System to Support

the Social Mobilization], which is a
governmental body with paid officials
that is dedicated to manufacturing

mass support for the government. The

delegation is headed up by Antonio
Onel, a state official.

We arrived on Sunday, May 13, and

immediately went to the Gabriela Mis
tral Building, which is where the con
gress is going on. At that point we

were told by the permanent working
committee: "No one invited you." To

which we replied that we did not need
any invitation since we were founding

members of the CLAE.

We were then told quite flatly: "We
know that you are representatives. We
know what your thinking is. We do

not want there to be any disagree
ments in the CLAE. We are laying

down four conditions for participa

tion: (1) unconditional support to the
Cuban revolution and its leaders; (2)

unconditional support to the Chilean

popular government and the Chilean

revolution; (3) unconditional support

to the Peruvian revolution led by Gen
eral Juan Velasco Alvarado; (4) un

conditional support to the USSR and
its leaders, and recognition of the fact

that the USSR is the vanguard of
the international Communist move

ment and the socialist camp."

So there was no room for discus

sion, and they had us thrown out

by the congress "security" people.

In any case, our arrival caught

them by surprise, since they thought

that the repressive measures that the

Peruvian government is taking would

make it impossible for us to come.

Q. Which delegations are attending
the congress, and which are not?

A. There are delegations from Pa

nama, Cuba, and Puerto Rico, which

support the conditions that have been

laid down. The delegation from Chile

is not representative, according to the

Coordinating Committee of Chilean

Students. The Argentine University
Federation, the Brazilian University

Confederation, and the Ecuador Uni

versity Students Federation were not
admitted. The Uruguay University

Students Federation did not come; on

ly a front that agrees with the required
conditions did. A doctor is represent

ing Mexico, since there is no univer
sity federation in that country.

It should, nevertheless, be pointed
out that there are a few delegations
that are fighting the reformist posi
tions from the inside: Honduras, Ni

caragua, Guatemala, and the Bolivian
University Confederation. The dele-

JUAN VELASCO ALVARADO

gate from Nicaragua decided not to

give the report on his country and
instead to use the allotted time to read

the letter from the Peruvian delega

tion. He was stopped halfway through
it.

Q. What is your impression of the
fifth CLAE?

A. It is not representative of anti-
imperialist students, as it claims to

be, but is a revisionist congress.

It is not a congress that will aid

the struggles for national liberation

in Latin America, but rather a con

gress that reflects the revisionist line
of supporting the proimperialist na

tional bourgeoisies in order to hold
back struggles for national liberation.

It is a congress that has abandoned

the policy of internationalism for one
of peaceful coexistence.

The congress is being held in order
to develop strategic unity on dividing
the revolutionary and anti-imperialist
student movement in every country.

Just to give an idea of the kind of
atmosphere in which the congress is
going on, we can point out that no
journalists are being allowed inside,
and people have to go through six

checkpoints before they get in. No
one is allowed to leave the site of the

congress. There is a "guide" who keeps
an eye on each delegate. In spite of
all these measures, we are managing

to break through the barriers and
communicate with participants who

are waging the struggle.

Q. Could you say something about
the struggles of the Peruvian people
during the recent period?

A. There has been an escalation of

repression.

Two weeks ago, the Frente Popular
de los Intereses de Moquegua [Popu
lar Front of Moquegua Concerns] de

clared a strike of indefinite duration

(it lasted five days) in support of the
Toquepala miners. The Frente Popu

lar de Defensa de los Intereses de

Arequipa [Popular Front to Defend
Arequipa Concerns] followed suit, as
did those in Puno (for three days),

Cusco (one day), and Madre de Dios
(one day). These are organizations
of production workers, white-collar
workers, teachers, students, peasants,

etc.

In the north, the Piura regional

branch of the SUTEP [Sindicato Uni-

co de Trabajadores de la Enseftanza

del Perh — Peru Union of Educational

Workers] showed its solidarity with

a one-day work stoppage. At the same
time, land seizures were carried out

by peasants who are opposed to the
government.

In the port of Chimbote, the Fisher
men's Union, which is one of the most

important unions in the country, had

been taken over by SINAMOS and

the Central de Trabajadores de la
Revolucibn Peruana [CTRP—Workers

Central Union of the Peruvian Revolu

tion], which was artificially organized
by the government. The workers threw

both of them out and joined the strike.

That week, the uniformed police, the
Policia de Investigaciones del Peril
[PIP — Investigative Police of Peru],

and goons from SINAMOS and the
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CTRP attacked the union headquar
ters. One person was killed, and more

than fifty fishermen were arrested.
This Tuesday [May 15] there was

to be a nationwide strike by SUTEP,
the Federacidn de Empleados Ban-
carios [FEE — Bank Employees Fed
eration], and the FEP. The strike was
called for two reasons: first, to repu
diate the presence of Nixon's special
envoy, William Rogers, and second,

to demand the observance of demo

cratic rights and the return of the
companeros who have been forced in

to exile—Blanco, Brefta, Ricardo Na-

puri, and Cuentas [general secretary
of the Toquepala Miners Union, who
had been deported a month before this

interview].
At the moment, constitutional guar

antees have been suspended in Mo-

quegua, Arequipa, and Puno.

A warrant is out for the arrest of

the general secretary of the Puno
SUTEP, Augusto Lipa.
Forty student leaders from all over

Peru are in prison, mainly in Are

quipa, Puno, and Cusco.

There are leaders of SUTEP and

peasants from Piura in prison. The

SUTEP's general secretary, Zevallos
Ghmez, is in jail. Antonio Zapata,

leader of the Liga Comunista [Com
munist League], was deported a week
ago.

Other prisoners who belong to the
Communist League are an architect,

an economist from the Pacto Andino

[Andean Pact], and eight youth lead
ers who are not over twenty years

old.

Some of these things happened while
I was in Peru; the others I subse

quently learned about. □

Washington Wondering Who Is 'Right Horse'

Greek Junta Shaken by Extent of Navy Plot
"It was a perfect police state until

earlier this year," an unidentified
Athenian politician told Newsweek
magazine. "Then came the student
demonstrations and the economy be
gan to turn bad. But even these events
did not panic the regime. They didn't
care as long as they had the support
of the armed forces. Now they don't
know about the armed forces and they
are really frightened."

The arrest of more than 200 naval
officers following the smashing* of an
attempted coup on the night of May
22-23 indicates a deep division with
in the Greek armed forces, one that
has even Papadopoulos's supporters
wondering about the dictator's future.

The regime has charged that the
naval officers planned to seize the
island of Syros and from there de
mand the resignation of the govern
ment. But the June 11 issue of News-
week reported that the plotters had
far more ambitious plans:

"The plot . . . called for the navy to
seize the island of Crete. Several air-
force units were scheduled to fly to
an airfield on the newly secured island
and announce that they had joined
the coup. After that, former Prime Min
ister Constantine Karamanlis was to
have issued a statement from his Paris

i

exile calling on the junta to resign."
The West German weekly Der Spie

gel reported in its June 4 issue that
the plotters had counted on support of
twenty-three of the navy's most mod
ern ships, including "more than half
of the larger warships." The magazine
indicated that the navy officers had
also won backing from elements of the
air force:

"In the view of the [naval] officers it
would have been difficult for the re
gime to allow the best part of its navy
to be attacked and sunk. But to meet
this risk as well, the navy secured
a promise from air force units at the
military airfields of Tatoi, Elefsis, and
Tanagra that in an emergency no
ship would be bombed."

John K. Cooley, in a dispatch to
the May 29 Christian Science Moni
tor, also indicated that the plot had
been even wider than the regime has
admitted:

"There were unconfirmed rumors in
Athens May 27 that several more
Greek warships, including subma
rines, had sailed from their bases and
refused orders to return. Athens gov
ernment spokesmen denied this.

"But sources said Tekelia and Elef
sis air bases —the latter close to U. S.
military and naval installations —

PAPANDREOU: For king and Commu
nists?

were occupied by special commando
forces hand picked for loyalty to Mr.
Papadopoulos."

Presumably to offset the military de
fections with a show of popular sup
port, Papadopoulos promised, in his
June 1 speech abolishing the mon
archy and creating a "presidential par
liamentary republic" with himself as
president, a plebiscite on this decision
no later than July 29 and parliamen
tary elections sometime before the end
of 1974.

The effect of the plebiscite will be
to aUow the dictatorship to present op
position to the monarchy—which is
widespread — as support for itself.

Not only is the now unemployed
Constantine II personally unpopular,
but he and his royal ancestors have
always shown more loyalty to their
British sponsors than to "their" king
dom. The first of the Glucksburg mon-
archs, George I, was handpicked by
the British government in 1863 after
a popular rebellion had toppled his
likewise handpicked predecessor. The
British deposed George's son Constan
tine I in 1917 because of his pro-
German sympathies. And the present
Constantine's uncle, George II, re
turned from London after World War
II behind British bayonets and
bombs.
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None of this will necessarily prevent

Constantine from becoming a sym

bol for the opposition to Papadopou-
los, particularly the bourgeois and
class-collaborationist sectors of the op

position. In the June 4 Christian Sci

ence Monitor Cooley speculated hope
fully that "Such politically diverse op
ponents of the colonels as former min

ister Andreas Papandreou, now a uni

versity professor in Toronto, com

poser Mikis Tbeodarakis, and the var
ious factions of the illegal Greek Com
munist Party might rally to the mon

archist opposition."
In the present world situation, bow-

ever, Constantine will be looking for

support not to British, but to U. S.

imperialism, which has backed Papa-
dopoulos ever since the 1967 coup.

Papadopoulos and the bourgeois op

position are now competing at con

vincing Washington as to their ability
to make Greece a reliable NATO

"partner."

In a June 2 reply to Papadopoulos
— which was read in English and later

translated into Greek — Constantine al

luded to the present division in the

military by expressing his concern
that the armed forces "remain fully
capable of fulfilling their responsibility
to the Atlantic alliance."

The virtual decapitation of the navy
a'nd the reports of disaffection in the

air force have obviously reduced Pa-

padopoulos's usefulness to U. S. im
perialism. Washington will be weigh
ing the dictator's chances of reassert

ing his control against Constantine's

chances of returning to power with
out opening the opportunity for in

dependent intervention by the masses.

Newsweek described in its report
some of the reevaluations going on
in the U. S. State Department: ". . .

some U. S. experts were more than a

little disturbed by the latest turn of
events. In return for keeping its only

remaining naval base in the eastern

Mediterranean, the U. S. has funneled

large amounts of military aid to
Athens and conferred a certain

amount of respectability on the Athens
junta. 'Now,' commented one Amer

ican analyst, 'we know that the Greek

armed forces are deeply unhappy and
are therefore an uncertain element.

And we are far from certain that Papa
dopoulos will go through with the

plans he announced for elections. In

short, we are no longer sure we are
on the right horse in Papadopou

los.'" □

New Trial Linked to Killing of U.S. 'Adviser'

Shah's Courts Kill 8, Threaten 7 More
Seven Iranians are on trial for their

lives in an "open" trial, according to
the June 2 air-maU edition of the semi
official Teheran daily Ettelatt. The
paper gave their names as Akbar Izad
Panah, Nematallah Ayouz Mohamma-
di, Raheem Banani, Manouchehr Na-
havandi, Akbar Kanani, Kourosh
Yektai, and Simeen Nahavandi

The six men and one woman are
charged with carrying ammunition,
trying to kidnap former U.S. Ambas
sador Douglas MacArthur II, armed
robbery, car theft, and actions against
the security of the state.

The new trial follows the execution

of eight persons in Ahwaz, an Arab
region in southern Iran. The eight
were tried in military court on charges
of espionage and treason.

The announcement of their execution
by firing squad in the May 28 Ettelatt
was the first mention of the trials.

The newspaper said that Asoud Ma-
leki, Jari Maleki, Amer Maleki, and
Alak Maleki were found with arms

in Dashtemeeshan as the army was
making the rounds of its southern
posts in early April. The four were
accused of mining and damaging the
road leading to the Taleye army post.
Ettelatt said that a number of uniden
tified persons, apparently soldiers, had
been killed by the mines.

Abdol Amir Rashedi, Shenaveh Ra-
shedi, and Mahmoud Hoveyzavi were
also accused of mining army roads
and injuring rural police. In addition,
they were charged with contact with
foreign agents and providing military
information to them. Ghareeb Nou-

rizadeh was accused of contact with
foreign agents, providing them with
information, and assisting their entry
into Iran.

Two more people were executed June
4 in Ahwaz on charges of spying.
After their execution, the shah's press
reported their names as Abd Mousavi
and Yakoub Mousavi. Five other de
fendants in the same group were given
long jaU sentences.

In another incident. Colonel L.
Hawkins, a U.S. adviser who had
been in Iran for ten months, was shot
and killed in front of his house in

Teheran June 2 by two persons who
escaped on a motorcycle.

U.S. Ambassador Richard Helms —
a high CIA official in 1953, when
the agency engineered the overthrow
of the Mossadegh government, and
director of the CIA for seven years
before his present assignment —
described the killing as a "meaningless
murder"!

The shah's officials claimed that the
group that had killed Hawkins was
involved in the preceding attempt to
kidnap the U.S. ambassador. Since
this is one of the charges against the
seven currently on trial, the govern
ment wants to link the two incidents
in order to create an atmosphere
favorable to further executions.

The World Confederation of Iranian
Students issued a statement May 27
in Frankfurt, West Germany, on the
report that the seven are being tried
in an "open" court. The confederation
pointed to the shah's past record of
excluding from trials not only report
ers and international observers, but
even the immediate families of the ac
cused. The confederation called on all
international civil liberties organiza
tions to send observers to the current
trial.

At a conference of Amnesty Inter
national in Geneva May 15, a repre
sentative of the confederation ad
dressed the 1,500 participants on the
shah's systematic torture of political
prisoners. The purpose of the confer
ence was to launch an international
campaign against the torture of
prisoners. □

And Now the Manzanazo
In a vocational high school in Rosario,

Argentina, the principal found the excuse
he was waiting for. One of the most prom
inent student activists, a certain Alberto,
had committed a punishable offense.

Passing the school kitchen, Alberto saw
an apple. He picked it up and ate it, and
was thereafter expelled as a thief. That
happened in April, according to the June
7 Avanzada Socialista.

That was the start of the Manzanazo,
the Apple uprising, that forced the ad
ministration to its knees. All the students
went on strike, demonstratively eating
apples.
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Watergate Scandal

Nixon's Defenses Falling One by One
By Allen Myers

"We don't want the President linked

to this thing with his signature on
paper . .." presidential assistant
Tom Huston wrote to White House

chief of staff H. R. Haldeman in July
1970. "All hell would break loose if

this thing leaks out."

"This thing" was a comprehensive
plan of illegal espionage and harass
ment directed against U. S. citizens
and foreign embassies. The plan was
prepared by the Interagency Commit
tee on Intelligence, a top-level espio
nage group set up by Nixon in June

1970.

In his May 22 statement on Water
gate, Nixon referred briefly to the
plan, admitting that he had approved
it but claiming that he had rescinded
his approval five days later because
of objections from J. Edgar Hoover,
then director of the FBI.

The plan and related papers were
among the documents that presiden
tial counsel John Dean removed from

his office safe and turned over to the

Watergate grand jury when he was
fired by Nixon April 30. Three of
the papers were obtained by the New
York Times and published June 7.

'This Technique Is
Clearly Illegal'

The first meeting of the interagency
committee took place in the White

House on June 5, 1970. Present at

the meeting in addition to Nixon, Hus
ton, Haldeman, and Hoover were

John D. Ehrlichman, Nixon's top do
mestic adviser; Admiral Noel Gayler,

director of the National Security Agen
cy, Lieutenant General Donald V. Ben

nett, director of the Defense Intelligence

Agency; and Richard Helms, director
of the CIA.

The group's recommendations were
sent to Nixon in early July. On July

15, Huston wrote a memorandum an

nouncing that all the recommenda

tions had been approved. These in
cluded expanded spy operations in
five areas: wiretapping of internation
al telephone calls; "electronic surveil
lance" of U. S. radicals and foreign

embassies; illegal opening of mail;
"surreptitious entry"; and use of under
cover agents on campuses.

The committee made no bones about

the fact that their proposals were il
legal. "Covert [mail] coverage is il
legal and there are serious risks in

volved," one section noted. "However,
the advantages to he derived from
its use outweigh the risks."
Of "surreptitious entry," the commit

tee's report said:

"Use of this technique is clearly il
legal: it amounts to burglary. It is
also highly risky and could result
in great embarrassment if exposed.
However, it is also the most fruitful

tool and can produce the type of in
telligence which cannot be obtained
in any other fashion.

"The F. B. I., in Mr. Hoover's young
er days, used to conduct such opera
tions with great success and no ex

posure. The information secured was

invaluable. . . .

"Surreptitious entry of facilities oc
cupied by subversive elements can
turn up information about identities,

methods of operation, and other in

valuable investigative information
which is not otherwise obtainable.

This technique would be particularly
helpful if used against the Weather
men and Black Panthers."

In his July 15 memorandum, Hus

ton wrote:

"The President has carefully studied
the special report . . . and made the

following decisions:

"National Security Council Intelli

gence Directive Number 6 . . . is to

be interpreted to permit N. S. A. to

program for coverage the communi

cations of U. S. citizens using inter
national facilities [i. e., telephones].
"The intelligence community is di

rected to intensify coverage of indi
viduals and groups in the United
States who pose a major threat to

the internal security. Also, coverage
of foreign nationals and diplomatic

establishments in the United States of

interest to the intelligence community
is to be intensified.

"Restrictions on legal coverage [of
mail] are to be removed, restrictions
on covert [illegal] coverage are to be
relaxed to permit use of this technique
on selected targets of priority foreign
intelligence and internal security in
terest.

"Restraints on the use of surrepti
tious entry are to be removed. The

technique is to be used to permit pro
curement of vitally needed foreign
cryptographic material and against
other urgent and high priority inter
nal security targets.

"Coverage of violence-prone campus
and student-related groups is to be
increased. All restraints which limit

this coverage are to be removed. Also,
C. LA. coverage of American students
(and others) traveling or living
abroad is to be increased."

Carrying Out 'Rescinded' Plan

Last week's Intercontinental Press

listed a number of elements of this

plan that were carried out —despite
Nixon's claim that he "rescinded" his

approval on July 28, 1970. News-

week magazine reported in its June 4

issue that "Some six months after the

plan was officially pigeonholed . . .
copies were distributed within an inter

departmental intelligence unit set up
by Assistant Attorney General Robert
Mardian — later a top Nixon cam
paign aide."

"I Am Authorized To Say, 'What Whale?'"
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Newsweek to the contrary, assistant
attorneys general do not "set up" inter
departmental units. The spy outfit the
magazine refers to —the Internal Se

curity Division of the Justice Depart
ment—was reactivated after a lull of

several years on the orders of Richard

Nixon, who put Mardian in charge
of it. (See Intercontinental Press, June
14, 1971, p. 550.) Mardian, accord
ing to the June 11 issue of Newsweek,

"possessed a rare emergency phone
line to the President's office" during
his term as head of the Internal Se

curity Division.

The same article also described fur

ther elements of the "rescinded" plan

that were put into operation:

"Senate probers . . . have been told

by high Administration officials that

illicit methods — including burglary

and unauthorized wiretaps — were

widely used to try to stop sensitive
leaks, to monitor the domestic left and

gather information for the prosecution

of cases against radicals. The inves

tigators have been told specifically

that burglaries were committed in con

nection with the Seattle Seven, Chicago

Weatherpeople, Detroit Thirteen and
Berrigan cases. They are also looking

into allegations that Administration

operatives broke into the Brookings
Institution, a respected Washington
think tank, looking for information
on former National Security Council

staffer Morton Halperin."

Mardian was also reported to have
described additional activities of Wa

tergate burglar G. Gordon Liddy —
who in turn implicated Nixon him

self:

"In their own extensive post-Water

gate conversations, according to Mar

dian, Liddy said it was he who

whisked ITT lobbyist Dita Beard out
of Washington to a Denver hospital
in the thick of the 1972 controversy

over an offer by the company to help

underwrite the Republican convention.
Liddy, according to Mardian, further

acknowledged taking part in the bur
glary of Daniel Ellsberg's psychia
trist's office; he claimed that it had

the 'express approval' of the Pres

ident."

According to newspaper reports,

other illegal activities mentioned in

the 1970 plan were under the direc

tion of John Ehrlichman. Some of

these spy operations were apparently
ordered at the very beginning of the
Nixon administration in 1969.

In the June 6 New York Times,

Seymour M. Hersh quoted "officials
knowledgeable about the Watergate in
vestigation" as saying that Ehrlich
man had ordered at least two illegal
wiretaps and had authorized "detailed
planning for a number of White
House-ordered burglaries."

The officials told Hersh that two

of Ehrlichman's agents in these op

erations were John Caulfield and An

thony Ulasewicz. Caulfield and Ula-
sewicz have admitted carrying an of
fer of executive clemency from John
Dean to Watergate burglar James Mc-
Cord in an effort to prevent him from

implicating higher-ups.
"Both the prosecutors and the Sen

ate Watergate committee," Hersh
wrote, "are known to have received

full accounts of the . . . activities from

Mr. Dean, Mr. Caulfield and Mr. Ula

sewicz."

Both Caulfield and Ulasewicz have

testified publicly before the Senate
committee without being asked about

these activities.

When Thieves Fall Out

As it becomes more and more clear

that high-ranking government figures
are likely to go to jail, various mem
bers of the Nixon gang are trying

to shift the blame to their accomplices

or are making deals for a light sen
tence in exchange for their testimony

against others.

On June 9, it was reported that Her

bert Kalmbach, formerly Nixon's per

sonal attorney, had agreed to testify
against Ehrlichman and Haldeman.

Kalmbach was the custodian of a

$500,000 secret cash fund, part of
which went to pay political saboteur

Donald Segretti. Kalmbach reportedly
destroyed campaign finance records
illegally and was involved in raising
the funds used to buy the silence of

the Watergate burglars after they were
caught.

Kalmbach is now said to be willing

to testify that Ehrlichman and Hal

deman instructed him to collect the

secret pay-off funds.
Earlier, on May 24, the Watergate

prosecutors leaked the information

that Jeb Stuart Magruder, deputy di
rector of the Committee to Re-elect

the President (CREEP), had agreed
to plead guilty and testify for the pros
ecution. Magruder is reported to be
able to testify that John Dean and

former Attorney General John Mitchell

were involved in planning the Water
gate break-in and the subsequent cov
er-up.

Mitchell has also been implicated

in sworn testimony by Ehrlichman,
who on May 22, 23, and 24 gave
a deposition in the Democratic party
civil suit against CREEP. The depo
sition was made public June 5.

Ehrlichman said that he had been

told by either Magruder or Dean, but
probably the latter, that Mitchell had
specified three offices to be bugged
from a list of possibilities worked out

by Gordon Liddy. He also said that
Mitchell had "vigorously criticized"
Liddy when it turned out that a tap
installed in the Democrats' Watergate

office in May 1972 was not working
properly, and that Liddy had there
fore organized another break-in in
June, during which the burglars were
caught.

According to Ehrlichman, he was

ordered by Nixon in late March of
this year to conduct an investigation

of the Watergate cover-up. Pressed by
the lawyer for the Democrats, Ehr
lichman provided in his deposition
some new information linking Nixon

to the Watergate break-in. He said

that at a meeting in April of this year
with Paul O'Brien, a lawyer for

CREEP, O'Brien warned him that Ma

gruder's testimony might implicate
Nixon.

According to what O'Brien had
heard from Magruder, the latter had
fired Gordon Liddy in March 1972.
Liddy complained to Gordon Stra-
chan, whose official position was that

of aide to Haldeman. Strachan called

Magruder and told him to rehire Lid
dy because "the President wants this
project to go on."

Elsewhere in his deposition, Ehrlich

man indicated that Strachan had con

siderable authority from and easy ac
cess to Nixon:

". . . he had almost free run of the

Committee to Re-elect the President

and to accumulate information. There

would be substantial periods of time

in which no claim was made on him

at all for information and then there

would be other times when he would

be very, very busy providing infor
mation which either the President or

Haldeman or somebody wanted with

relation to the campaign operation."

Nixon's Alibi Exposed

Still another member of the Nixon
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gang inadvertently provided evidence

exposing one of Nixon's alibis for

the Watergate cover-up. In his May 22
statement, Nixon claimed that "ele

ments of the early post-Watergate re
ports led me to suspect, incorrectly,
that the C.I.A. had been involved"

and that because of this he had is

sued instructions that the investigation
not be allowed to reveal undercover

CIA activities.

A Senate subcommittee has been in

vestigating the attempts to use the CIA

in the cover-up, and in May it was
given a number of memoranda from

Lieutenant General Vernon Walters,
the deputy director of the agency. The
memoranda concerned Walters's con

versations with top administration fig
ures in the days following the arrest
of the Watergate burglars. The memos,

which were published in the June 4

New York Times, make it quite clear
that the only "security" of concern to
everyone involved was the security
of Richard Nixon's reelection cam

paign.

"On June 23," the first memo be

gan, ". . . on request I called with

director Helms on John Ehrlichman

and Robert Haldeman at Ehrlich-

man's office at the White House, Hal

deman said that the 'bugging' affair
at the Democratic National Commit

tee headquarters . . . had made a lot

of noise and that the Democrats are

trying to maximize it.

"The F. B. I. had been called in and

was investigating the matter. The in

vestigation was leading to a lot of

important people and this could get
worse. He asked what the connection

with the agency [CIA] was and the
director repeated that there was none.

"Haldeman said the whole affair was

getting embarrassing and it was the
President's wish that Walters call on

Acting Director [of the FBI] L. Patrick
Gray and suggest to him that . . .
it was not advantageous to have the
inquiry pushed, especially in Mexico,

etc."

( In a later note attached to the mem
oranda, Walters said Haldeman had

not actually used the phrase "the Pres

ident's wish" but that this idea had

merely been "implicit" in the discus
sion.)

The reference to Mexico proves that

as early as six days after the arrest
of the burglars, Haldeman and Ehr
lichman knew that CREEP had paid

the Watergate team for their opera

tions. (The funds were passed through

a Mexican bank in an effort to con

ceal their origin.) And although the
conclusion is being studiously avoided

by all the "investigators," their knowl
edge of CREEP'S involvement makes

it a virtual certainty that Nixon was

also aware.

Haldeman and Ehrlichman had ev

erything to gain and nothing to lose
from telling Nixon. Although both of

them organized various other illicit

operations, they were not involved in

the Watergate planning. They had no

m..

COX; Wants secret hearings.

reason to protect Mitchell and other

CREEP officials. On the contrary, it

is well known that there was a con

tinuing feud between the Mitchell and

the Haldeman-Ehrlichman wings of
the Nixon gang. Exposing Mitchell's

blunder to Nixon would have been

a great victory for them in their intra-

bureaucratic battle.

If Haldeman and Ehrlichman did

not inform Nixon of CREEP'S role,

it was only because they were not
in the habit of telling him things he

already knew.

Tracing the Cover-Up

Last September 21, when the Nixon
gang still thought the whole Water
gate scandal could be swept under

the rug. Attorney General Richard

Kleindienst said:

"I think the investigation that has
just concluded itself has probably been
one of the most intensive that the De

partment of Justice and the FBI has

ever been involved in. Some 1,500

persons were interviewed, some 1,800

leads were followed, 333 agents were
involved, 14,000 man-hours, 51 of

59 FBI field offices were involved."

The Justice Department and the FBI
appear to be considerably more adept
at compiling statistics than uncovering
evidence when members of the Nixon

administration are involved. The "in

vestigation" was so inadequate that
its supervisor. Assistant Attorney Gen
eral Henry E. Petersen, is now re
ported to be under investigation him
self by the new special prosecutor,
Archibald Cox.

Some of the leads that the Justice

Department didn't follow have been
described in testimony before the Sen
ate Watergate committee.

On June 4, Robert Reisner, who was

assistant to Magruder at CREEP, tes

tified that political espionage reports
had been prepared for John Mitchell

and had been sent to Haldeman's

White House office. He also told the

senators that he had not been ques

tioned by the prosecutors or FBI until

after he was subpoenaed by the Sen
ate committee.

On June 6, former CREEP treasurer

Hugh Sloan testified that Magruder
had on several occasions asked him

to perjure himself regarding payments
to the Watergate burglars. He in
formed the prosecutors of this last

July. When the burglars were put on
trial, the prosecutors used Magruder

as one of their major witnesses. The

Washington Post reported June 7 that
another CREEP official who has not

yet publicly testified has also told Sen
ate investigators that he informed the

prosecutors of attempts by Magruder
to solicit perjured testimony.

Furthermore, Herbert L. Porter, for

mer scheduling director of CREEP,
admitted to the senators June 7 that

at the Watergate trial he had lied
about the reasons for employing the
burglars. He also said that the pros

ecutors had never asked him about

whether he had been pressured to per

jure himself.

It remains to be seen how far the

Ervin committee will go in investigat

ing the pressures that were put on
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Petersen. This could obviously be a
fruitful subject of inquiry.

Role of the Ervin Committee

The Senate Watergate committee is
itself subjected to some conflicting

pressures inherent in its assigned task,
which is to uncover enough informa

tion to convince the public that there

is no whitewash, without disclosing

the fact that Watergate-style operations
are an inseparable part of capitalist

politics. The pressures and difficulties

of their job are increased by the ef
forts of the members of the Nixon

gang to save their own necks.
The June 11 issue oi Newsweek dis

closed that Nixon himself had met

with one of the committee members

in order to plan a disruption of the

hearings if things got too revealing.

The magazine reported that Repub
lican Senator Howard Baker, the com

mittee vice-chairman, had conferred

with Nixon when the committee was

being organized:

"The subject, according to Senate
sources, was 'how the committee

should be handled,' and a briefing
paper for their discussion had been

drawn up by John Dean, then still

the President's counsel. One of the sce

narios then in circulation among

White House aides suggested asking
former New York Sen. Kenneth Kea

ting, now the ambassador-designate

to Israel, to serve as minority coun

sel to the Ervin committee. The plan,

Newsweek learned, was to have a for

midable 'friend' on the panel; if the

Democratic majority seemed to be tak
ing too partisan a line, this man could

denounce the committee's tactics on

national television and then stage a

dramatic walkout."

For reasons unknown, Nixon did

not get Keating appointed as counsel
to the committee. But he did get Archi
bald Cox as special prosecutor, and

that seems to be almost as good.

On June 4, Cox asked the commit

tee to delay its hearings for one to
three months because, he said, the

publicity attending them might make
it difficult to bring some of the cul
prits to trial. When this request was

rejected. Cox asked the Watergate
grand jury judge to order the com

mittee to hold its sessions in secret,

or at least without radio and tele

vision coverage. The judge is sched
uled to rule on this request June 12.
Nixon of course might be willing

to send his entire staff to prison if
in exchange he could get the Senate
hearings off millions of television
screens. It is not thought likely, how

ever, that the judge will approve Cox's

suggestion.

The committee for its part plainly

intends to keep its investigation lim
ited as much as possible to the "dirty

tricks" practiced against the Democrats

during the 1972 campaign and to
ignore far more important questions

of corruption and the government's
domestic and international spying and
provocation network. In the June 9

New York Times, David E. Rosen-
baum described Ervin's plans:

"As the Senator explained his inten

tions in an interview, the committee

will try to determine whether the 1970

intelligence plan led to the Watergate
break-in. But it will not go into the
substance of the plan, he said.

"Similarly, the relationship between

the International Telephone and Tele

graph Corporation and the Nixon Ad

ministration will be investigated only
as to its effects on the 1972 election."

Riding Out the Storm

In the other house of Congress, there
appears to he even less intention of
rocking the boat. On June 6, Repub
lican Congressman Paul McCloskey

Jr. attempted to open a "full discus

sion" of Nixon's actions and the pos-
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MIICHELL: Picked targets of bugging op
erations.

sibility of impeachment. McCloskey
had barely begun his speech when
a Nixon backer demanded a quorum

count. A majority of the House could
not be found and the session was ad

journed.

The fact that a majority of the rep

resentatives were unwilling even to al
low the question of impeachment to

be discussed is sufficient indication

that the U. S. ruling class still hopes
and expects that Nixon will be able
to ride out the storm. But calls for

Nixon to resign — which have come
from figures such as Senator William
Fulbright, Governor Patrick Lucey of
Wisconsin, Congressman Henry

Reuss, and former Secretary of De

fense Clark Clifford — indicate that the

final outcome of the scandal is not

regarded as settled beyond question.
In the June 10 New York Times,

R.W. Apple Jr. wrote of "the judg
ment, now heard everywhere in Wash

ington, that [Nixon] either condoned
improper and perhaps [sic] illegal
practices or was so unaware of what
was going on around him that he
was guilty of total ineptitude."

It is not difficult to determine which

of those possibilities is the more likely.
The real problem for the U. S. ruling

class is to decide whether the increas

ing recognition that Nixon is a crook

is doing more damage to the insti

tutions of capitalist rule than would
be done by going through the bitter
process of dispensing with him.
Despite the best efforts of Cox and

the Ervin committee, the Watergate

scandal is still not under control. No

one, including Nixon himself, can be
certain that new disclosures — perhaps

from a subordinate trying to save his
own neck by accusing the boss—-will
not touch off a wave of revulsion

sufficient to capsize Nixon. □
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Regime Resorts to Arrests, Torture of Dissenters

Sadat's 'Internal War' on Students, Workers
By Jon Rothschild

Citizens of Cairo, denied a free

press, the right to organize political

groups, and the right to hold meet

ings freely, frequently express their

political attitudes through nikaat,
humorous anecdotes, often at the ex

pense of political officials. One of the

most popular of the nikaat currently
making the rounds was described by
correspondent Said Khayatt in the
May 28-June 10 issue of the fortnight
ly Afrique-Asie.

It seems that President Anwar el-

Sadat is throwing a party at his vil
la at Gizeh. Naturally, attendance is
by invitation only and the entrance

is closely guarded by soldiers. Along
comes Abdel Halim Hafez, Egypt's
most famous male singer. He has

forgotten his invitation. "Prove to me

who you are," demands the guard.
Hafez sings a few bars. "All right,"
says the guard, "you're Hafez, go on

in." A few minutes later comes the

famous dancer Nagwa Fuad, who has
also forgotten her entry card. Chal
lenged, she dances a few steps. The
guard, satisfied as to her identity, lets

her pass. Then, along comes Sadat
himself, who, unaccountably, has also

mislaid his invitation. He is stopped
by the soldiers on duty. Infuriated,

Sadat declares that he is the president.
"What can you do to prove to me who
you are?" the soldier asks. Sadat, a

bit confused, shrugs. "Nothing," he

admits. "All right," replies the guard,
"you're Sadat; go on in."
A better description of the regime

would be hard to find. Late last

March, when Sadat proclaimed him
self premier, named himself military

governor general, and declared the
opening of "the stage of total confron
tation" (see Intercontinental Press,

April 16, p. 428), he said he would

give himself two months to break

Egypt out of the internal and external

impasse it found itself in. Sadat's un
fulfilled promises, as Khayatt point
ed out, have become part of Egyptian
folklore. So there was no major out
break of dissatisfaction when yet

another of the president's self-imposed
deadlines quietly expired.

But the impasse is real and its ef

fects are no less pressing. The domes
tic situation has continued to de

teriorate; there is still no prospect of

freeing the Sinai peninsula from Zion

ist occupation. Having appropriated
all power to himself, Sadat stands de-
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SADAT: Moves from "total confrontation"

to internal war.

prived of potential scapegoats. He is

therefore under unusual pressure to
accomplish something. Unable to do

so, he has turned toward a combina

tion of diplomatic bluster and intensi

fied repression, the latter reaching

such a pitch that some student mili

tants in Egypt have begun referring
to Sadat's "internal war."

The Internal Crisis . . .

A measure of the Sadat regime's

precarious position has been the dur
ability of the student movement. Last
December and January, major con

frontations between the students and

the government resulted in a wave of
arrests of student activists and some

of their supporters in the trade unions
and in cultural and journalistic sec

tors.

The student upsurge was initially
not as broad as the one that took

place about a year earlier, in January
1972. But it was clearly deeper and

has engendered a more profound po
litical radicalization.

Sadat broke the mobilization with

arrests, but the movement continued

to make its presence felt throughout
February and March, even producing
a clandestine daily newspaper. The

students put forward a broad, if some
what imprecise, program demanding
real mobilization of the population

against Zionist aggression, elimina
tion of state control over the press,

abolition of one-party rule, institution
of free elections, and elimination of the

privileges of the immobile bureau

cracy.

But more than that, they advanced

demands in support of the trade-union

movement, especially in support of the

workers in Helwan, an industrial area

that has been in the forefront of action

against the regime on the economic

front. They appealed to the workers

to "integrate the trade-union struggle
into the political struggle."

Two factors seem to have prompted
Sadat's turn to extended repression.
The student movement did not sink

back into inactivity, as it had after

the January 1972 upsurge. And the

economic situation has created a crisis

situation that increases the possibility

that the workers, who have been pas

sively sympathetic to the students, will

take to action themselves.

In his Afrique-Asie report, Khayatt
described the Egyptian economic
situation as "catastrophic." It does not

seem to be an exaggeration. An Asso

ciated Press dispatch printed in the
April 7 Christian Science Monitor re
ported that the price of meat has risen

25% during the past year. It is illegal

to buy meat three days of the week.
Milk has gone up 50% and fish 100%
in the past year. The price of most
vegetables has doubled.
According to official statistics, the

general cost of living rose by more
than 12% in 1972. For the previous

four years it had averaged 5% a year.
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The economic crunch on the work

ers and peasants contrasts sharply
with the situation of the government
bureaucracy. When the workers re

ceived an average 8.8% pay increase
in the most recent general pay rise, the
People's Assembly (parliament) voted
the bureaucracy, whose living stan
dard is already inordinately high, a
15.7% increase.
Rationing and shortages have given

rise to a vast black market. In the

last four years, according to statis
tics released by the regime itself, $180

million worth of commodities have

been smuggled into the country for

black-market sale. The Ministry of
Economics reported that 33,000 auto
mobiles have entered the country with

out any currency transfer during the

same period.

One of the centers of the Cairo black

market is Shawarbi Street, where

various sorts of items, mostly smug
gled in, are sold at inflated prices.
Last winter, as a concession to stu

dent and worker demands, the regime
vowed to eliminate the traffic in such

goods. But earlier this year, the

Shawarbi Street merchants took the

regime to court and won! The market

is again flourishing. After the decision,

the Shawarbi Street merchants held a

victory parade. The main banner ex

pressed thanks to "the President, Jus

tice, and Allah."

And the Internal War

Unable to deal with the problems

that threaten to set off an active oppo

sition movement extending beyond the

student milieu, Sadat has taken the

line of vigorously suppressing any
signs of resistance to the regime's in-
ertial policies.

The May 28 issue of the Beirut week
ly el-Hurriah published a report from

Cairo describing some aspects of Sa
dat's repressive campaign. According
to the report, at least 200 students

are being held in jail. Many of these
were arrested during the December-
January demonstrations. The govern
ment had promised to release them
within two weeks of their arrest.

The arrests are said to be contin

uing. Students are seized in "relatively

small groups." In this way, Sadat has

avoided triggering a broad militant

response of the type that erupted last
December when he made the mistake

of arresting a large number of stu
dents at once. The government has
also instituted the practice of torture.

an attempt to force the prisoners to
"confess" to having violated the "na

tional unity law," the catch-all repres

sive legislation under which most of

the arrests are made. Student militant

Nabil Sub by, el-Hurriah reported, has
been transferred from prison to a hos

pital for nervous disorders, where he
will undergo "electric shock therapy."

Earlier, Subhy had been tortured; ac
cording to the report, his fingernails
were torn out in an effort to get him

to confess.

Many of the prisoners are women.

Most of these are held in the Qantara

Prison in Cairo and have received

the same torture treatment as the male

prisoners.

Two of the best-known Qantara in

mates are Safinez Kazim and Siham

Tewfiq. (Kazim's husband is the poet
Ahmed Fuad Nagm, a supporter of
the student movement who has also

been imprisoned.) When the other

prisoners protested the brutal treat
ment Kazim and Tewfiq were being
subjected to (beatings, etc.), the prison
administration intensified the regimen,
eliminating exercise time, stopping

visitation rights, and cutting down

food supplies.

El-Hurriah's report also confirmed

a report, which had appeared in the
April 19 issue of the Paris daily Le

Monde but had been denied by the

regime, that the old concentration
camp at the Kharga Oasis in Upper

Egypt that had served as home for
3,000 Communist party members
from 1959-1964 has been reopened.

Money for operating the camp has

been included in the government's

budget.

El-Hurriah further reported that
forty-six students are scheduled to be

tried soon. The charge is that they
"opposed the socialist order" of the
Sadat regime! The May 23 issue of

Le Monde reported that fifty-three pris
oners are scheduled to stand trial be-

for the State Security Court on charges
that they engaged in subversive ac
tivities. There is no indication whether

the groups overlap.

But the "internal war" is not limited

to arrests and torture. A more broad-

ranging repression is going on as

well. Journalists, whom Sadat has de

scribed as the second "subversive

focus" after the students, have been

subjected to a sweeping purge.

Khayatt reported in Afrique-Asie that
many reporters have been fired,

charged with being "counterrevolu

tionaries." Most of them have not been

told which specific views of theirs

qualify for that designation. Attempts
to get clarification on this from the
state prosecutor have been unsuccess

ful.

Cultural life in Egypt has also felt
the sting of the internal war. The ma
jority of plays produced this year were
either shut down or censored, Khayatt

reported. And the restrictions are in
no way limited to plays about Egypt.
Peter Weiss's Marat-Sade was closed

down after two weeks of performances.

The government explained that the
play was suspected of making
allusions to the Sadat regime.

Given the virtually total leadership
vacuum that afflicts the Egyptian op

position movement, it is possible that
Sadat may be able to wage his in

ternal war for some time without meet

ing determined organized resistance

on a mass scale. But it will not be

possible for him to do this indefinitely.
Contempt and disgust for the regime —

expressed so clearly in the Cairenes'
nikaat—is growing at least as fast
as the repression.

Sadat's last resort in the event of a

major confrontation with the student

and worker masses is the officer corps,
which stands prepared to extend the

current repression to direct military
rule. There is but one problem. "The

officers are more afraid of us than

they are of Israel," a soldier told
Khayatt. "They don't even dare give
us arms, because they're afraid we'll
turn them against them." In large part,

the outcome of the present internal
war may well depend on whether the
officers' fears prove to be justified. □

May Day in Greenland
This year the first May Day demonstra

tion in the history of Greenland took place
in Godthaab. A focus was the problem of
a minimum wage, around which a strug
gle is being organized by the Groenlands
Arbejder Sammenslutning (GAS —Work
ers Association of Greenland). The strug
gle to organize the Greenlanders has been
hindered by the Danish union's lack of
solidarity.

On the eve of the May Day demonstra
tion, Godthaab's statue of Hans Egede,
the Danish missionary who introduced
Christianity into Greenland, was doused
in red paint. The following was painted
on the bottom of the statue: "Wasn't he the
one who stole our soul? Why should we
continue to honor him?" □
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'Biggest Military Buildup' Since U.S. in Vietnam

Shah Sets Sights on Domination of Arab-Persian Gulf
By Dianne Feeley

In a speech to the U.S. Senate in
May, William Fulbright expressed

concern that the U.S. government

might move to take over oil-produc
ing Arab countries either directly or
through "militarily potent surrogates"
— Israel or Iran.

Both these countries have played
pivotal roles in the Arab East, siding
with U.S. imperialism against any

revolutionary activities. Israel's mili

tary power is well known. But al

though the strengthening of the shah's
armed forces has been accomplished
with far less fanfare, Teheran's mili

tary buildup has been no less real.

The May 21 Newsweek characterized

the expansion of the shah's armed

capabilities as "the world's biggest

military buildup since the American
deployment in Vietnam."
U.S. imperialism's preoccupation

with the Arab-Persian Gulf region is
well-founded. The area contains SO

TS percent of the world's proven oil
reserves. Further, the narrow Strait

of Hormuz, at the eastern end of the

Gulf, has been called Europe and Ja
pan's "oil jugular vein." Every twelve
to sixteen minutes an oil tanker passes

through the Strait, heading for the
Indian Ocean, and thence to West Eu

rope or Japan.

When British imperialism withdrew
its forces from the area in 1971, U.S.

imperialism, acting in large part

through the shah's regime, moved to
establish tight control.

The shah's expanding military pow
er in the gulf area has been paralleled
by rising interest and involvement by
the Teheran government in areas fur

ther east as well. This has taken the

form of closer relations between the

shah and the Zulfikar All Bhutto re

gime in Pakistan.

The shah's first significant military

move in the gulf came on November
30, 1971, when the Iranian army took

control over three islands command

ing the western approach to the Strait

of Hormuz—Greater Tunb, Lesser

Tunb, and Abu Mussa. The total Arab

population of the islands was about

450. On Greater Tunb the entire pop
ulation was expelled; three Arabs were

killed resisting. (See Intercontinental

Press, December 13, 1971, p. 1090,
and February 7, 1972, p. 117.)

The shah proceeded to buUd mili
tary bases on two of the islands, thus

fortifying his hegemony in the gulf.

In an interview with Newsweek se

nior editor Arnaud DeBorchgrave, the

shah explained his military expansion:

"Not only do we have national re

sponsibilities but also a world role

as guardian and protector of 60%

of the world's oil reserves. . . . The

Nixon doctrine says the U.S. will help
those who help themselves. That's

what we're doing."

Washington's Complicity

And, indeed, the Nixon administra

tion is backing the shah to the hilt.

Already more than 11,000 Iranian

officers and soldiers have received

military training in the U.S. It is

acknowledged that more than 1,000

U.S. military personnel are now sta

tioned in Iran. This represents one

of the largest military "aid" programs

in Asia. Three generals direct the
operations, which include training the

Iranian army, "advising" the rural

police force (responsible for patrolling

80 percent of the country), handling

air force cargo, as well as organizing

the maintenance of the sophisticated
armaments and planes purchased

from the United States.

In addition to advising the infantry,

the U.S. military is assigned to two
naval bases, Khurramshahr and Aba-

den, which border on Iraq, near the

Arab-Persian Gulf. There are also

more than 300 U.S. "civilian person

nel" working to train pilots and me

chanics in the use and repair of heli

copters.

Washington has had a military as

sistance agreement with Teheran since

1949. About $800 million in military
aid has been given. But since 1968,

when the British government an

nounced its intention of withdrawing

its military forces from the Arab-

Persian Gulf, Washington has stepped
up arms sales to Iran.

In early 1973 the U.S. Defense De

partment announced the biggest single

arms deal ever arranged by the

Pentagon—the shah would buy $2-3

thousand million in the latest military

equipment. More than half of the

package consists of several hundred

helicopters and interceptors. Iran's

1973 military budget represents a 45

percent increase over 1972. Announce
ment of the arms deal touched off dem

onstrations at universities throughout

Iran. (See Intercontinental Press,

March 26, p. 346.)

The shah's troops were called in,

the universities were closed, and, ac

cording to Le Monde, at least sixteen

people were kUled.

Nixon's ties to the shah's regime
were strengthened by the appointment
in January of Richard Helms, former

director of the Central Intelligence
Agency, as U.S. ambassador to Iran.
A leading administrator of the CIA

in 1953, when a CIA-engineered coup
overthrew Dr. Mossadegh's govern
ment and returned the shah to power.

Helms was to utilize his past in his
new position as ambassador.

As right-wing commentator Joseph
Alsop wrote in the Washington Post,

"Helms has two jobs. The first job is

to assure the U.S. of an adequate

supply of Iranian oU—and therefore

non-Arab oU —in case of political dif
ficulties with the Arab oil-producers.

The second job is to give added tough
ness, direction and support to the

Shah of Iran's effort to safeguard free

dom of navigation in the Persian Gulf."
The United States is the world's

largest oil consumer. Currently it

imports 8-11 million barrels a day

from the Middle East, about 10% per

cent of its total consumption. But by

1980 that proportion is expected to

rise to 25 percent In addition to its

involvement in the gulf as an oil-
consuming state, the U.S. regime is

committed to protecting the invest-
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ments of the giant oU companies that

reap a 55 percent return on petroleum

investment in the Middle East.

In fact, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and

Iran, the three largest oil-producing

countries in the gulf— among the most

repressive governments in the world —
have been militarily weU equipped by

Washington. In May the Pentagon an

nounced the sale of $500 million in

arms to Saudi Arabia and acknowl

edged a similar sale it is working

out with Kuwait, in addition to the

$2-3 thousand million worth of arms

going to Iran.

Lee H. Hamilton, Democrat of In

diana, told the House of Represen

tatives that Saudi Arabia has an

ongoing program with the United

States Navy involving the expenditure

of more than $600 million for Amer

ican equipment and training. The June

1 New York Times reported that

Hamilton "mentioned $l-billion [mil

liard] pending in additional United
States sales to Saudi Arabia, and a

$500-million Saudi cash outlay for the

Saudi Army." Hamilton also said that
Kuwait was about to sign contracts

involving the expenditure of close to

$600 million for American arms and

services.

A year and a half ago the December
4, 1971, London Economist noted:

"Iran is being equipped with American

aircraft, British tanks ... to be the

defender of Western interest in the

Middle East." The close relationship

that has developed between the shah

and the Nixon administration has

been amply illustrated by the shah's

readiness to supply the Thieu regime
with Phantom jets when Nixon was

unable to make a quick enough de
livery. In addition, the shah exchanges
intelligence reports on military devel

opments throughout the Middle East

with both the United States and Israel.

The shah's military maneuvers in the

gulf are part of this pattern.

The shah's support to the Zionist
state of Israel is seen in his supplying
Israel with most of the oil it needs

and providing Israeli tankers with
naval protection in the Arab-Persian

Gulf. Hundreds of Iranian military
personnel have been given advanced
training in Israel. The May 8 Wall
Street Journal reported, "There are
rumors that some Iranian investment

was involved in Israel's new pipeline,
which substitutes for the Suez Canal

in moving oil from the Gulf of Aqaba

to the Mediterranean."

The Shah's Presence in the Gulf

The shah's plan to control the Arab-

Persian Gulf includes establishing a

checkpoint in the twenty-six-mUe-wide

Strait of Hormuz. Iran and Oman

would exercise "joint control," but

given the shah's superior military

force, Teheran would be the dominat

ing party. This move may well set

the stage for undercutting the oil-
producing Arab states' demands for
a greater share of oil profits. As
NeU Ulman, reporting in the May
4 Wall Street Journal, remarked: "Talk

of America's energy crisis has been

widely reported and read in the Mid

dle East and used to explain why the

U. S. might want Israel and Iran to

grab Arab oil on its behalf."
In addition, Iran's military presence

is designed to damp revolutionary ac

tivity throughout the gulf as well
as stop shipments of arms to such
groups as the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Oman and the Occupied

Arab Gulf.

Only recently the shah sent nine heli
copters and at least a company of
marines to help Oman crush revolu

tionary activity in its oil fields, accord
ing to a May 21 Newsweek report.
Estimates on the number of troops

sent to Oman vary from the frequent
ly quoted figure of 300 to the Los
Angeles Times report of 2,900. (De
cember 7, 1972). In addition 80 per

cent of Iran's infantry is deployed
along Iraq's frontier. Clashes are fre
quent between the shah's forces and
Iraqi troops.

Of this general situation the shah

commented in his interview with De-
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Borchgrave: "Some of the regimes on
the other side of the gulf may be over
thrown by extremists and the subver

sive activities now going on. If [the

Dhofar rebellion in Oman] ever suc

ceeded, just try to imagine what

we would be faced with . . . right in

front of the Strait of Hormuz. At first

a few rifles. And then naval guns and
missiles. ... I cannot tolerate sub

versive activities — and by that I mean

anything that is imposed from the

outside. ... If [the Iraqis] started at

breakfast, they could probably take
over Kuwait by lunchtime. But if the

Kuwaiti government resisted and ask

ed for my help, they would get it
instantly."

Iranian Oil

As the fourth largest oil-producing
country in the world, and as the

second largest in the Middle East, Iran
produces 5.8 million barrels a day.
The shah, upon returning to power in
1953, signed a twenty-five-year agree
ment with the Western oil consortium

that produces 92 percent of Iran's
oil in an operating territory of 30,000
square miles in southern Iran. Mem

bers of the consortium include British

Petroleum (40%), Shell Petroleum
(14%), Gulf Oil (7%), MobU 00(7%),
Standard OU of California (7%), Ex
xon (7%), Texaco (7%), Compagnie
Frangaise des Petroles (6%), and the
Iricon group (5%). That group is
composed of American Independent
Oil, Atlantic Richfield, Charter OU,
Continental OU, Getty OU, and Stan
dard OU of Ohio.

Although the terms of the agreement
do not expire untU 1978, in early
1973 the shah "demanded" that the

consortium either hand over its opera-
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tions in 1978 or arrange a new,

twenty-year supply contract. Not sur
prisingly, the consortium opted for the

new contract, and only details and the

actual signing remain. Under the new

agreement, the consortium wUl still

hold exclusive right to the bulk of

crude oil coming from Iran. The shah

will withhold a part of the oU pro
duced both for Iranian consumption
and for export, and under the terms

of the old pact, the operating terri
tory wUl be reduced by 30 percent.

The shah's government wUl assume
primary responsibility for running
and financing the petroleum opera
tions, while the consortium wUl con

tinue to provide operating services

and technical assistance. The May 25
Wall Street Journal reported that the
companies have also agreed to the

shah's insistence on expanding pro
duction to 8 million barrels a day by

1976.

The consortium spokesmen pointed
out that the finances of the new agree

ment were comparable to those

worked out by the other gulf states
last January. The shah's oU con

sultant in Teheran added that the pact

would provide long-term stability, in

suring "the continuous flow of crude

oU to the markets supplied by the oU

companies."

Shah's Front on the Indian Ocean

The shah's policies are closely linked
to those of the U. S. government,

and thus reflect the Moscow-Washing
ton and Peking-Washington detentes.

Iran recently signed a $600 million

contract with the Kremlin to supply

the Soviet Union with natural gas.

And the shah's wife visited China last

year, where she received a far more

lavish welcome than did Nguyen Thi

Binh, foreign minister of the Pro

visional Revolutionary Government of
South Vietnam.

But when the shah visited the Soviet

Union, he reportedly told Premier Ko-
sygin that it would be wise to halt
operation of the Soviet naval ships
in the gulf. WhUe the shah is willing
to work out profitable financial agree
ments with Moscow and Peking, he

is also beginning to expand his sphere
of influence even beyond the Arab-
Persian Gulf into the Indian Ocean.

Recently the shah worked out an
arrangement with the island of Mauri
tius, situated off Madagascar, where

by Iran has port facilities in exchange
for an undisclosed amount of aid.

The Soviet Union also has fuel and

water facilities on Mauritius, as well

as a naval base at Berbera, in

SomalUand, on the Gulf of Aden.

In addition, the shah is building
two giant military bases on the In

dian Ocean, at Chah Bahar and Jask.

The $600 million army, navy, and
air force base at Chah Bahar Bay in
Iranian Baluchistan will be the largest

of its kind in the Indian Ocean. Al

though the shah insists it will be finish

ed by 1975, the American contractors

estimate it wUl take at least three to

four years to complete.

These huge bases are to perform

internal as well as external functions.

They are situated in Baluchistan, an

area inhabited by 750,000 Baluchi

tribespeople who are united by cul

ture and language with one million

Baluchis who live in Pakistan. They

are mainly farmers or nomads. Al

though most of rural Iran is extremely

poor —half of all vUlages are not ac

cessible by road, life expectancy is

forty-five years, and the Uliteracy rate

is high—Baluchistan is one of the

most poverty-stricken areas of the

country.

As a direct result of the Bangladesh
national struggle, the Baluchi nation

alist movement is gaining strength.

And a Baluchi movement for self-

determination would not only hinder

the shah's attempts to become a power
on the Indian Ocean; it could well

unleash the struggles of the other

oppressed nationalities living in
Iran—Arabs, Kurds, and Azerbaid-

zhanis.

The Link With Bhutto

With such a potentially explosive
national situation, it is no wonder

that the shah considers Pakistan's

safety as important as his own. The
shah speaks of the Bengalis' struggle
for national independence as the "dis

memberment of Pakistan" and has re

peatedly pledged his support to

Rawalpindi If other national groups

within Pakistan attempt to form their

own nation-state.

The shah has taken steps to cement

close ties with Bhutto, including ex

panding Pakistan-Iran trade and
channeling Iranian investment to
Pakistan. At a May 9-14 conference

with Bhutto (the second one to be held

in 1973), the shah emphasized the im

portance of Bhutto's visit to Teheran

by ordering a horse-drawn coach —

usually reserved for visiting royalty —

for the Pakistani president. The two

rulers decided to "expand and system

atize" their ties in the areas of defense

and economic development.

Given the fact that as recently as Jan

uary 28 news agencies reported that
Pakistani troops were pursuing a force
of "up to 500 Baluchi rebels" into the

mountains not far from the Iranian

border, the development of the two
military bases in Iranian Baluchistan

puts force behind the shah's pledge.

It is also possible to understand the

shah's plan to provide roads, schools,

jobs, and housing for Baluchistan,

in an attempt to establish more effec

tive control over the area—to "Per-

sianize" Baluchistan.

But wherever the shah turns, nation

alist demands for self-determination

spring up. His determination to wipe

out the revolutionary movement in
Oman is closely related to his own

security problems. There are 50,000

Baluchis working in the small gulf

states, and if they link up with the

revolutionary movement in the gulf

states or if the Baluchis living in

Pakistan are able to win the struggle

for self-determination, the effect would

be far-reaching. In addition to up
setting the balance of power in the

Arab-Persian Gulf, such a develop

ment would give added momentum

to national struggles in Iran.

Nixon's Last Option

In Nixon's message on the "energy
crisis" in April 1973, he spoke of the
need for "mutual cooperation" rather

than "destructive competition or

dangerous confrontation." By co

operation he means support to the

shah's plan and forcing the Arab
countries into line. But the stakes are

so high that there are other options.

Peter Grose, a member of the New

York Times editorial board, outlined

a Western security pact modeled on the

cold war strategy of a quarter-century

ago. "Walter J. Levy, an American
petroleum consultant who has gone

further than anyone in designing an

Atlantic-Japanese energy partnership,"

Grose wrote, "argues that neither the
Common Market nor Japan nor both

units together could amass enough
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leverage, without United States partici- societies." far been able to do Washington's
pation, to break the stranglehold Nixon is apparently not prepared work. But this weapon lies in the
which the oU producing countries to use that option at this point. The American arsenal, should Nixon's
could soon acquire on the industrial regimes in Israel and Iran have thus friends prove unreliable in the future.D

After Two Years of 'Gierekism'

Polish Workers Challenge Bureaucratic Rule
[The following article appeared in

the June 1 issue of Rouge, weekly

newspaper of the Ligue Communiste,
French section of the Fourth Inter

national. The translation is by Inter

continental Press.]

Convoked two years after the

Gdansk and Szczecin revolts, the

Seventh Congress of Polish trade
unions (held November 13-16, 1972)

had as its aim drawing a balance
sheet on the "new social policy" and
tracing out the perspectives for trade-

union work for the coming years.

Kruczek, the president of the unions,

declared at the opening session: "Our
activity embodies dialectical unity
among three sections of concern —in

creasing production, educating the
workers, and improving the workers'
living conditions. During the past two
years, we have concentrated especial

ly on improving the conditions of life
and work. Now, without neglecting
this, we must intensify our work in
the areas of productivity and educa
tion."

That's the program: educate the
workers, because they are ill-bred;
make them work harder, because they
are lazy.
And this is the balance sheet: we

have spoiled the workers.

The president of the unions is not the
only one to have drawn such a bal

ance of the last two years of Gierek
ism. The Polish press, seconded in
this regard by the Western bourgeois
press {Le Figaro, for example), is
singing the praises of the "realistic
and humanistic" policy followed since
1970. In Poland, this is a question
of Gierek and his bunch "creating a
climate of confidence." In France, it
is a matter of presenting the industrial
ists with an enticing image of "Polish
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socialism" and of alerting them to the
possible openings.
As for the [French] Stalinists, em

barrassed by Czechoslovakia, they
added Poland to their propaganda
arsenal during the election campaign.
Nevertheless, in all these cases, one

thing is "overlooked" — and that is that
the "new regime" originated after about

a hundred workers were killed and

more than a thousand wounded in the

streets. Wage increases are fondly
pointed to, the much more attractive

shops are described; but a lot less at

tention is paid to looking at what is
going on in the Polish factories and

how broad layers of the population
are actually living.

According to official statistics, dur

ing the period 1971-1972 real wages
grew by more than 12%, as compared
to only 1.3% in 1970 (and 10% over

the five-year period 1965-1970). More
than 4 million Poles (that is, 40% of

all persons employed in the national
ized sector) got wage increases. In a

general sense, the income of the pop
ulation increased 10% in 1972 alone

(increases in wages and social bene
fits, retirement funds and various oth

er allocations, increases in income for

the rural population). For 1973, the
plan calls for 6.6% wage increases.
That means that the 17-18% wage
increases planned for the whole 1971-
1975 five-year period will probably
be attained by the end of 1973.
Because we do not believe in the

spontaneous "kindness" of the bureau
crats, we must ask the question: What

does this wage hike result from?

Because we are aware of the breadth

of the crisis into which the bureau

cratic management of the Gomulka
team threw the country, we must al

so ask: Is the present improvement

of living conditions good enough?
Let us look at the facts.

The general figures cited above.

which are often used as proof that
there has been a significant rise in
the standard of living, do not com

pletely take account of the social in
equalities that still exist in Poland.

In the specialized press, in certain pub
lications with limited press runs that
are not meant for distribution to the

broader public, we find the image of
a poor Poland.

They even speak of "areas of mis
ery," or, since it is very difficult to

give an exact picture of these, they
try to sketch out a "panorama of

misery."

For obvious reasons, the data we

have are fragmentary. The many peo
ple whose living conditions are bad
do not form a well-defined social lay
er. There are certain occupational cat

egories with especially low wages:
workers, particularly unskilled work

ers, some of whom are newly arrived
from the countryside, schoolteachers,

nurses, persons employed in small fac
tories, students. It is especially from

this milieu that we often find people
who resort to what has been called

"occasional prostitution." There are al

so people who cannot find work; or
people who have no housing and, be
cause they have to find someplace

to live, lay out the better part of their

wages for extremely high rents. (The
housing shortage today stands at

about 1 million units.) Sometimes

there are people who get relatively
good salaries, but who have many
children.

According to official statistics, dur
ing 1971-1972 there were 22,000 per
sons who were not able to find work

in their fields; of these about 100,000

were youths who had been trained for

various administrative tasks, 80,000

were technicians, 30,000 were school

teachers, and about 10,000 were wom

en who had received no professional

training.



There are presently 500,000 fami
lies of unskilled workers that have

six or more children and whose per
capita income stands below the nec
essary minimum. This minimum is
officially set at 800 zlotys a month
(about US$50). Nevertheless, in a
good many cases "below the necessary
minimum" means 200 zlotys. Byway

of example, we might point out that
a kilo of sugar costs 12 zlotys; a kilo
of butter, 70 zlotys; a kilo of pork ribs,
60 zlotys. A half million children cared
for only by their mothers (unmarried,
widowed, or divorced) are in the same
situation.

Of 3.5 million retirees, 2.5 million

live on benefits that total between 600

and 1,000 zlotys [a month].
In the absence of exact laws gov

erning their situations, those who are
victims of workplace accidents and
their families often find themselves in

a very bad way materially. Neverthe
less, on this point, as well as on the

situation of certain peasant families
and agricultural workers (those em
ployed by state firms), there are no
official statistics.

As to the positive column of "Gie-
rekism," it does partially exist. But
it is the fruit of the workers mobiliza

tions.

The Workers Mobilization

Starting on December 12, 1970 — the
date on which a rise in food prices
averaging more than 8 percent was
abruptly announced — and for the fol
lowing two months, the Polish work
ers in struggle were confronted by the
central bureaucratic regime, first the

Gomulkaists and then, after Decem

ber 19, the Gierek team.

February 15, 1971, marked a great
workers victory on a national scale:

The Lodz strikers forced the new lead

ership to rescind the price increases

and to decide on a freeze on food pri
ces for the coming two years. But this

victory was in no way followed by a
return to normality. On the contrary,

1971 and 1972 were marked by social

tensions that were expressed through
many pinpoint actions of a local char
acter—but big enough so that
the press (at least certain periodicals)
were forced to take notice. Also it is ob

vious that many of these actions went

by unreported.
In the course of these two years,

many "work stoppages" (the official
terminology) were reported in nearly

all the big Polish industrial centers.
All these strikes were directed against
low wages — in Rybnik, Silesia, the
miners asked for a 25% increase; the

textile workers in Lodz asked for 20%;

there were strikes against the lack of

cafeteria facilities (out of 6 million
Polish workers, only 10% are able

to eat in factory cafeterias); there were

strikes against bad working condi
tions that often cause accidents,

against the insufficient space in the
workers' apartments, against thehous-

ing shortage, or against the unjust al
location of the apartments controlled

by the factories.
Toward the end of 1972, the workers

at the tire factory in Olsztyn organized

a strike that all but turned into a riot.

In face of the intransigence (or per

haps impotence) of their leaders, they
took to the streets.

The Olsztyn strike clearly points out

the following fact: In the bureaucra-
tized countries, each "work stoppage,"
regardless of its initial limited or lo
cal character, contains the germ of
the threat of a generalized confron
tation with the central regime and the
repressive forces. For this reason, the
Polish workers use this weapon with

caution, even if they have finally
achieved the change that strikes are

no longer denounced as "violations
of socialist legality." Thus, during
1971-1972, the workers mobilization

sometimes retained a "legal" charac

ter.

On several occasions Polish journal

ists have reported the formation of
"informal groups" within the official
trade unions. Rank-and-file union

members — and sometimes even mem

bers of the factory council —have
formed groups that address demands
directly to the managers without going
through the normal hierarchical chan
nels.

These attempts to set up little "wild
cat" unions within the docile bureau-

cratized official unions have had some

success. In a chemical factory near
Sochaczew and in a paper factory in

Jeziorno, these "informal groups" won
wage increases for some classifications
of workers. In Zyrardow, in a big

textile plant, such a group forced the
managers to accelerate modernization
of the machines, because the produc
tion quotas imposed on the workers
were impossible to meet with the old
equipment, and this had a bad effect
on the workers' wages.

The shipyard workers in Szczecin
and the miners in Rybnik chose an

other form of "legal" struggle by in
stituting court cases against the man

agers. In Szczecin they formed a group

of about twenty persons; in Rybnik

they started with about fifty and per

sisted with about thirty "diehards" to

demand payment of quite consider
able sums that were due them for over

time pay and bonuses. In both these

cases, the workers won the trials,

which lasted about two years, dur

ing which time they came up before
many judicial bodies. It is impossible
here to go into detail about the com
plexities of this procedure or into the
measures of intimidation the workers

were subjected to—we leave that to

the reader's imagination.

The bureaucracy did not sit around
passively during these two years of

workers mobilization. The partial

work rules instituted recently are
aimed at breaking the workers soli

darity and at dividing the workers in
their work places. We can mention

here the formation in factories of

"good labor" brigades and "disciplin

ary brigades" (the latter do not get bo

nuses, get less pay for the same work,

are forced to perform various tasks

without pay, have to work extra
hours, and also do not receive certain

social benefits).

Thus, the management is able to

transfer any worker who is too ac

tive or too "demanding" into one of

these "disciplinary brigades" (that is,
whenever attempts to corrupt such a

worker by transfering him or her in

to a "good labor" brigade fail).

More general attempts to use the
unions as simple cogs in the policy
of the state and the Communist par

ty are another "classical" means of
trying to break the workers struggles.
But in this area, the workers are be

ginning to draw some lessons from
what has happened.
The most recent wave of strikes

proves this, for it was organized at
the very moment that the congress of
trade unions was meeting in Warsaw.

The movement began a few days be
fore the congress opened and extended
to nearly all the big Polish industrial
centers. Gierek and Jaroszewicz (pres
ident of the council of ministers) had
to go to Szczecin and Gdansk to dis
cuss with the strikers, just as they
had had to do two years before.
The workers demands dealt with the
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functioning of the unions. Everywhere
the workers also asked that the freeze

on food prices be maintained. On this
point, they got total and immediate
satisfaction—the freeze was extended
for another year.

Indirectly, this latest strike wave was
the reason that the new labor code

(whose elaboration has already been
going on for fifteen years) could not
be adopted by the congress. Strength
ened by what was going on in the
factories, some of the congress dele
gates threatened to walk out of the
meeting hall if there were a "vote"
on the labor code. (They knew per
fectly well that the results of the vote
were prearranged.)

Labor Code and Working
Conditions

The labor legislation presently in
force dates from the 1930s; that is,
it is the same labor code as the one

governing relations between the work

ers and the Polish bourgeoisie.
From the viewpoint of the bureau

crats, the new labor code — now in

its ninth version — must bring a legal
sanction to the state of affairs that

has existed for several years. The fol
lowing proposals, contained in this
code, delineate working conditions in
Poland and are now the subject of
determined discussions between the

workers and bureaucrats:

• A 46-48 hour workweek. The

workers are asking for a five-day
forty-hour week. That's impossible,
the bureaucrats say, because produc
tion would fall. Yes, the workers reply,
that's possible, but the answer is to
organize production better and to

modernize outdated factories.

• On paid vacations. 14 days after
one year's work; 20 days a year af
ter six years; 26 days after ten years.
The workers are demanding the same
paid vacations as nonmanual work

ers, that is, 24 days after one year.
(At the beginning of 1971 the work
ers won elimination of the differential

between manual and nonmanual

workers on the matter of sick leave.

The number of workers who dare to

call in sick has significantly increased
since then, and the bureaucrats are

complaining.)
• The manager decides on firings.
The workers are demanding that the
manager's decision not be valid un
less prior agreement is given by the
factory council.

• The code remains hazy on the
terms of disability pensions and work
ers compensation for on-the-job acci
dents. The workers are demanding

that these be clearly defined.
The workers are also demanding

that cases in which they have to pay

m

•i:

GlEREK: Workers still not under control

after two years.

for damages to machinery and tools
be clearly defined. (As of now, they
have to pay for damages that occur

because of the defective character of

equipment.)
• Finally, the code stipulates that

conflicts between the workers and the
management cannot be brought to
court. The workers have objected, for
obvious reasons.

The workers won a partial victory
in preventing passage of the new lab
or code: They stopped current work
ing conditions from receiving legal
sanction.

It must nevertheless be stressed that

the very many strikes (often victori
ous) as well as the actions of a 'legal"
type are —except in Yugoslavia — un
precedented events in the "people's de
mocracies." During the 1970 revolt, the
workers demanded changes in the

unions—free elections of delegates,
more autonomy in relation to the state
and the party. These changes were not
won and recently, during the congress,

the bureaucratic union hierarchy as

serted its desire to bring union activi

ty further under the pressure of these
two apparatuses.

The response the Polish workers

have given and are giving in prac
tice is clear. By trying either to out
flank the official unions from inside

or to directly lead a struggle outside
them, the workers are showing that

they have become conscious of two
points: that it is necessary to wage

an organized struggle against the bu

reaucratic regime, and that it is nec

essary to wage it in an autonomous

way, independently of the official or
ganizations. □

Labour Regime Closes New Zealand to PRG
New Zealanders will not now have the

opportunity to hear the views of the
leaders of the Vietnam liberation move
ment.

According to the May 18 issue of
Socialist Action, fortnightly newspaper of
the Socialist Action League, the Welling
ton Committee on Vietnam announced
May 9 the canceiiation of a projected visit
by representatives of North Vietnam and
of the Provisional Revolutionary Govern
ment (PRG) of South Vietnam. The can
cellation resulted from the Labour govern
ment's "hostile attitude and humiliating
visa conditions."

Prime Minister Norman Kirk had de
manded that the PRG representatives
apply to Saigon for passports or travel
as North Vietnamese if they wished to
visit New Zealand. He said that the gov

ernment had "no intention" of recognizing
the PRG, which he considers to be a "po
litical movemenf that does not "possess
the trappings of government." The
allegiance of millions of Vietnamese to
the PRG is conveniently ignored by Kirk,
as is the wish of millions of New Zealan
ders that the Labour government break
off relations with the Saigon regime.

The Australian Labor government has
taken a different attitude. Socialist Action
quoted Dr. Jim Cairns, minister of over
seas trade, as saying that he looked for
ward "to the formalisation of our com
munications with the Provisional Revolu
tionary Government." The Vietnamese
representatives have been addressing
large meetings in Australia under the
sponsorship of a committee headed by
Dr. Cairns. □
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The First Years of the Fourth International

Intended as the first of a series of

volumes documenting the history of
the Fourth International, this book

covers the first four international con

ferences of the Trotskyist movement:

the 1933 preconference of the Inter

national Left Opposition (ILO), the
1936 International Conference for the

Fourth International, the founding
conference of the Fourth International

in 1938, and the Fl's emergency con

ference in 1940. A fifth section includes

selected documents from the years

1933-35.

During this period the central po

litical question placed before the world
working class was the struggle against

fascism. The inability of the Social

Democracy and the Stalinized Com
munist International to understand

fascism, much less lead a fight against

it, led the European proletariat from
defeat to defeat, culminating in the

imperialist slaughter of the second
world war.

The 1933 preconference of the ILO

met in February, only a week after

Hitler had been installed as chancellor

of Germany. At that time it was still

not imagined that the German Stalin
ists and Social Democrats would sim

ply lie down before Hitler without of
fering the slightest resistance. The pre

conference addressed an appeal to the

German working class, stressing that

the situation could still be saved by

a united front to fight the fascists be

fore they consolidated their power:

"The victory over fascism is still
possible. Whoever tells you that all
is lost, that the struggle is now in

vain, is betraying you. You can still
conquer. But in order to achieve vic

tory, to avoid defeat, the whole work
ing class must unite in the struggle

against the reaction.

"This is possible on one condition:
that all the organizations of the Ger
man proletariat—the Communist Par
ty, the Social Democratic Party, the
trade union organizations, the factory
councils, etc. — undertake the joint

struggle against fascism."
But with the failure of the German

CP to put up any fight against Hit

ler's consolidation of power, and the

ratification of its line by the Third

International, the Trotskyists conclud

ed that it was no longer possible to

Documents of the Fourth Interna
tional: The Formative Years

(1933-40) New York: Pathfinder
Press, 1973. 448 pp. $3.95, £1.65.

reform the Stalinized parties. New par

ties and a new international were need

ed.

The second section of Documents

of the Fourth International provides

important texts from this period, be

ginning with the July 1933 call for
a new German Communist party and

concluding with the July 1935 "Open

Letter to All Revolutionary Proletar

ian Organizations and Groupings,"

signed by representatives of future sec

tions of the new international in Can

ada, France, the Netherlands, the So

viet Union, and the United States.

Also included in this section are ex

amples of the tactical orientations

adopted as part of the strategy of
constructing the Fourth International.

Perhaps the best known are "The Dec
laration of the Four," which represent

ed an attempt to win to revolutionary

socialism several European centrist

groupings then moving away from
Stalinism; and "Resolution on the

French Turn," which approved the tac

tic of entering those Social Democratic

parties in which there existed a left
wing that could be won for the Fourth
International.

Trotsky had hoped that the July

1936 conference of the International

Communist League, as the ILO was

called after it ceased to operate as
a faction of the Third International,

would be the founding conference of

the new international. The partici

pants, however, were reluctant to take

the step, and they dubbed the meet
ing "for the Fourth International" rath
er than "of the Fourth International."

Trotsky, then in Norway, was un

able to attend, but he wrote three of

the documents adopted, including the
major resolution, "The New Revolu
tionary Upsurge and the Tasks of
the Fourth International."

This conference was sandwiched be

tween the revolutionary upsurge of
the French and Belgian workers in
June and the infamous Moscow frame-

up trials, the first of which opened

in August. In the period leading up
to the founding conference of the

F ourth International in September
1938, Stalin's agents carried out

against Trotsky's followers the sen

tence of death passed against him in

Moscow. Among the victims was Leon

Sedov, Trotsky's son.

Two months before the founding

conference opened, Rudolph Klement,

who was responsible for its organi

zation, was murdered in Paris, and

documents in his possession were sto

len. Because of this situation, the par

ticipants met under tight security con

ditions and the conference proceed
ings were limited to a single day.

Despite these handicaps, the thirty

delegates from eleven countries accom

plished the tasks before them, pro

claiming the foundation of the inter

national and adopting the Transition
al Program, which has remained the

basic programmatic document of the
Fourth International to the present

day. In addition to this document and
many other resolutions that were
adopted the minutes of the meeting,
never previously published, are in
cluded in Part 4, devoted to the found

ing conference.
Seeing the imminence of the new

imperialist war, the founding confer
ence provided that the International
Executive Committee of the interna

tional would be transferred to the

Western Hemisphere when war broke

out in Europe.

Following this transfer, an emer
gency conference was held in New
York in May 1940. The emergency

concerned not only the new world war,
but also the internal life of the inter

national. It was necessary for the con

ference to beat back attempts on the

part of a minority in the Socialist
Workers party in the United States
to revise the international movement's

analysis of the class nature of the
Soviet Union.

Among the documents in Part 5 is
the conference manifesto, the last pro
grammatic statement drafted by
Trotsky before his assassination only
three months later.
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The seven years covered by this
volume were a period of historic

events, abrupt shifts in the political
situation, and enormous opportunities

and challenges for all tendencies in

the working-class movement. The doc

uments in this book —many of which

have never before been printed in En

glish, except in internal bulletins — pro
vide an invaluable record of the re

sponse of the Fourth International.
— Allen Myers

Petition in Defense of Democracy in Ceylon
[We reprint below the text of a

petition being circulated in Europe,
Canada, the United States, Japan,

and Australia by the British-based
Ceylon Solidarity Campaign (CSC).

The organization asks that signed pe
titions be returned to it by mid-July

so that they may be forwarded to the
Human and Democratic Rights Or

ganisation in Ceylon, which is circu
lating a similar petition there. Petitions

should be sent to Ceylon Solidarity

Campaign, 9 Dennington Park Man
sions, London N.W. 6, England.
[The CSC also publishes a bulletin

containing news of the struggle for

democratic rights in Ceylon. It may
be ordered from the same address.

Single copies are $.25, a subscription
(six issues) $1.50.]

We set out below five demands to

which the Human and Democratic

Rights Organisation in Ceylon (Sri
Lanka) has been collecting signatures

on an island-wide and international

scale to be submitted to the Prime

Minister.

1. Stop the import of arms, and

cut the expenditure of a million rupees

a day on the police and the armed

services, instead of extracting more

and more money from the people by

increasing the prices of essential com

modities.

Provide the second measure of rice

on the ration, as well as sugar, flour
and other essential commodities, at

prices that the masses of the people
can afford to pay, and restore the

free measure of rice to all wage
earners who have been deprived of it.

2. End the Emergency. Restore all

democratic rights and civil liberties
that have been suppressed or sub

jected to arbitrary control under the
Emergency regulations.

Repeal all laws for the suppression
or restriction of the human and dem

ocratic rights of the people, such as

the Public Security Ordinance and the
Criminal Justice Commissions Act, as

well as the new law to curb the free

dom of the press.

3. Stop arbitrary arrest and impris

onment, and prevent torture of ar
rested persons on the "4th floor"
(C.l.D. headquarters) or anywhere

else.

Release the thousands of political

prisoners still being held arbitrarily

in custody and stop police harassment
and re-arrests of those released.

4. Compensate all persons who
have suffered injury or loss of prop
erty at the hands of the police or
the military, and the dependants of
those who have been killed by those

forces.

5. Restore the fundamental rights of
workers to strike.

Reinstate all persons who have been
deprived of their employment by rea
son of "essential services" orders or

other Emergency regulations.

We think that the signature cam

paign in support of the above de
mands will serve to bring together

large numbers of the working people,
students and unemployed youth of
our country who are opposed to the

suppression or restriction of human

rights and democratic freedoms by

the Government, on grounds of "pub

lic security", and to drastic cuts in
mass consumption, on grounds of
"austerity". This will be an important

step towards the mobilisation of the
people in their own defence. Your
signature to this campaign will lend

help and confidence to the people in
Ceylon who are fighting in the face
of a ruthlessly repressive govern

ment. □

Press Conference of the ERR
[The following is a translation by

Intercontinental Press of an article that
appeared in the June 9 issue of the
Buenos Aires daily Clarln.]

A news agency, an English-lan
guage Buenos Aires daUy, the assis
tant manager of a Madrid daily, and
Clarln attended a press conference
held yesterday by the Ejercito Revo-
lucionario del Pueblo where four of
its most prominent spokesmen talked
with the journalists for about three
hours, explaining the line of the guer
rilla organization.

The substance confirmed what has
previously been said by the ERP on
its position at the present stage. The
ERP takes a stand of independence
with respect to the government, while
not attacking it; of defending demo
cratic rights in the immediate future.

offering its entire militant capacity in
defense of the parliamentary system
in the event of an attempted niilitary
coup, and, at the same time, of con
frontation with the capitalist enter
prises, imperialism, and the "counter
revolutionary armed forces."

Roberto Mario Santucho, 37, born
in Santiago del Estero; Jorge Benito
Urteaga, 27, San Nicolds; Enrique
Haroido Gorriardn, 31, San Nicolas,-
and Jorge Molina, 30, Santa Fe, were
those who talked with the journalists.
Santucho, in a friendly and deliberate
tone, took the lead throughout most
of the interview.

The liberation of Rear Admiral
Francisco Aleman and Commander
of the Gendarmes Jacobo Nasif was
"a compromise of our organization
with the people; both chiefs of the
Armed Forces were released upon con
firmation of the release from the jails
of the prisoners belonging to all the
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armed organizations and of all the
political prisoners."

The causes of the exploitation of

the workers and of dependence [on

imperialism] "have not disappeared
nor wUl they be affected in the least
way" by the present government.
The ERP will not cease its activities

with the conquest of democracy but

ROBERTO SANTUCHO

wUl continue untU "workers and pop

ular power has been gained in Ar
gentina." The final victory wUl be the
"socialist revolution."

To continue the struggle is in ac
cordance with "the sentiment of the

people, who demonstrated this on May
25 when the masses prevented the [mU-
itary] parade from being held that
was supposed to seal the national ac
cord."

The present parliamentary govern

ment is not in conflict with the people

and wUl not be attacked. But the army

is preparing "constantly to attack the
working class and the people."
"Paramilitary groups and fascist civ-

U commands, which wUl act when they

see a favorable opening," are being
organized.

"We do not support the government
of President Cdmpora, because his
measures do not go against the sys

tem. We disagree with the truce." "We
cannot hope for the Army to join
in with the people."

There is a unity between mass op

erations and guerrilla activity; there
is no opposition between the two.

The anti-Trotskyist declarations

threatening the organizations of the
left are "typical of paramilitary com
mandos." They are convinced that the
use of the name of Peronist organi

zations is fraudulent. In this sense.

the ERP is confident of the unity of

the guerrilla organizations and of the
solidarity of the revolutionary and
progressive — "intermediate" — forces of
Peronism and other sectors.

The ERP had absolutely nothing

to do with the attempt to take the
VUla Devoto prison in the early morn
ing of May 26. They claimed that
the shots came from inside the prison

and from a cellblock. They do not

exclude the possibility of an attempt
to force the door of the prison, but

they don't know what the source of
it was.

The ERP is not Trotskyist. It has

an anti-imperialist and socialist pro
gram, and it includes Marxists, Peron-
ists, and Christians. Of its members,

38 percent are workers, they said.
The Partido Revolucionario de los

Trabajadores [Revolutionary Workers
party] exercises leadership and defines
itself as Marxist-Leninist. It was linked

to the "Fourth International," hui "we

have moved away."

The ERP suffered two splits. In the

capital, the "August 22" ERP was ex

pelled for organizational reasons. In
the province of Buenos Aires, the ERP
"Fraccion Roja" [Red Faction] was ex
pelled for political differences.
At present the ERP is not holding

anyone kidnapped. It did not make

any threats against Otis [Elevator] or
General Motors.

Some of the Trelew "war criminals"

have been listed. The ERP wUl ob

serve the trial and wUl reject "any

judicial farce."

The government wUl find itself in
conflict with the reactionary forces if

it takes broader popular measures,

and it wUl find itself in conflict with

the people if it concedes to the pres
sure of the corporations. "If a coup

is attempted, we wUl stand in the front
ranks against the authors, in defense
of democracy and freedom."

With regard to the processes under
way in Latin America, they define
the government of Salvador Allende
as "progressive, popular, anti-impe

rialist, although not revolutionary";

and that of Velasco Alvarado as "not

consistently anti-imperialist." □

Republican Found Dead in Long Kesh Cell
[The following article is reprinted

from the June 8 issue of the Provi
sional republican paper. An Phob-
lacht, published in Dublin.]

A 22-year-old Republican prisoner
was found hanged in one of the cages
in Long Kesh internment camp. He
was Patrick Joseph Crawford, single,
from Beechmount Avenue, in the Low
er Falls area, Belfast.

Crawford, who was found dead dur
ing the afternoon, was one of several
men detained near the Border earlier
this year. They protested that they
were going south on a fishing trip,
but soldiers who stopped their bus
claimed they found only three fishing
rods.

A British spokesman said that a
detainee had taken his life by hanging
and said foul play was not suspected.
There would be a thorough investi
gation by the camp governor, he said.

Crawford, an orphan, was reared
by the nuns at Nazareth Lodge in
Belfast.

A similar statement was released
when Wolfe Tone (1798) was found
in his cell with a deep throat wound.
It was stated that Tone had commit
ted suicide — No foul play was sus
pected—Later, when other facts and
evidence came to light, it was found
that Tone had been murdered.

In 1936 Sean Clynn, Limerick, was
found dead in his cell in the Curragh
Glasshouse [the Dublin government's
camp for political prisoners]. He too,
it was stated, had taken his own life.
No foul play suspected.

Whether Patrick Crawford was mur
dered or whether he took his own
life, his death, as Sean Clynn's death,
indicts the Prison System.

Long Kesh Cages and the Curragh
Glasshouse have one thing in com
mon — They are both designed to
break the prisoner's will, crush his
nerves, shatter his mind and make
him into a cabbage or drive him in
sane in the attempt.

The Irish People must demand the
release of all Political Prisoners,
North, South and overseas, and the
withdrawal of British Crown Forces
from Ireland. □
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